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Foreword

he j-)apeis in thk collection were developed (nit of a joint &on of the Center f( rT
Technok)gy in Education at Bank Street College in New York City, and the National

Center on Education irkl the Economy in Rochester, New York. For mime time, we
have been interested in the unique oppontinity presented by three developments in
relation to education advanics in our understanding of student learning. and of Iniw
to create e(h,cational environments that I.( )ster students thinking and engagement; the

potential of currently-available and future interactive technologies to suppowt student

learning and thinking; and restructuring and reform elhirts that have at their core a
commitment to higher-order learning and thinking for all students. At the same time.
we were struck by the difficulty of bringing these three strands of ideas and activity
together either conceptually or in practice. With the formation of the national center
at I3ank Street, it became possible to involve a diverse group of pe(iple in wrestling with

these issues. At a small conference in Janualy of 1990. a group of us from tlw relevant
communities (research, practice, policy and technology) worked hard to find the
productive intersectior s of restructuring. technology and students' active learning The
papers in this collectic 1 were infoimed by the work )1' this conference.

Following the co )n:erence. each author was a)'Ked to integrate these three topics

into a paper on restructuring for learning with technology. Not suprisingly. and despite
the common assignment, the papers emerged distinct. Each autluir came at the prob-
lem from his or her own perspective and expertise. and tried to stretch to include arenas
about which they did not feel very knowledgeable. In many ways. this effort mirrors
what will have to happen on a much larger scale if these three agendas are to be
integrated. That is. people who are working from different perspectives will have to
make a real effort to wasp others' perspectives and integrate then) int() their own work,
It is our 11( ye that this set of papers can contribute to iuch a process.

Foreawd
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Overview of the Papers

111 the introductory paper, Karen Sheingold argues that, if student learning in schools

is to be successfully transit wined, the thice agendas active learning/adventurous

teaching. well-integrated uses of technol, igy and restructuring must be bniught

together. While this is a propitious tiin.. kir each agenda to be advanced, none will
likely nuive kirward very far in the abserfce of the other two. She pnivides examples of
places where the hOped-fiw synergy can tvolve, and makes some recommendations for
lit iw. schook, districts and the media might promote such synergy.

Allan (AIMS argues that. because the nature of work is changing to incorpt irate
computers in many aspects. the nature of ,,ichool work will make a parallel change.

Onuputers will come to be seen as neco..4ary kuils for students and teachers in their
schotil work. All of these uses are sulwer-ive to the prevailing inkirmation-transmission

view of education. I 'sing computers ento!:!, active learning, and this change in practice

will eventually kister a change in middy's beliefs to a nuire constructivist view of
education. Ile also proposes a set of district-level design principles for facilitating

innovation in scluiols.

While teclinology may or may not gatue or subvert education hy itself, it is useful

to consider luiw we might redesign sclux ding, given a not-too-distant set of advanced

technologies, and a set of assumptions abotu ';,...irning and organizational design. How

could these go together. if we had the oppiro.mity to redesign scluxiling?
Christopher Dede considers three future scenarios for a redesigned educational system
that illustrate what an integrated approach colld make possible. Ile argues that a
complete tninskimiation of schooling is nece,..stiy, and that the use of advanced
inkirmatit in tedmology is essential to the succe s:. of scluxil restructuring, tie pniposes
a set of research, practitioner and policy initiatives kir moving ahead.

Future perspectives are centrally imponant 1..n. expanding our visions and ink win-

ing long term plans. But if restructuring and reform are to provkle the oppirtunity to
use technologies well for student learning, we mom lot ik at where scluxils are miw and

at what it really takes for people in scholil systems to change luiw they do their jobs.
Fnim her vantage ixiint studying scluxils and systems that are restructuring, as well as

mime that are implementing technok iw in innoyati,..!: ways. Jane David analyses what it

will take to make restructuring and technology a rc.dity in sell( x ils. She argues that the

same requisites apply to Nith restructuring and tediqokigy implementation suppon

and encouragement to invent new ways of doing things, plus the freedom, knowledge

and time to learn to do things differently.

At the same time that we need to consider what happens inside of sclunils and
districts. a Imiader ptilicy view is critical kir consklering what is required to change the

structure of the larger system so that it can suppt in JI(I fiister innovation.
Ted Kolderie argues that there is currently an 'ecolog v. in sag it ils of mutfirally-suppon-

ing appniaches to teaching and learning, uses of techn. ,It igy and structure. Most
approaches seek to change tine of these at the sclusil ,:t. district level. on the assump-
tion that the others will kilkiw. But it is the wluile ectii. t.,,y that must change, and there
are as vet no stlong incentives for districts to change. ft proposes that states withdraw-
ing the exclusive franchise of the district to operate sell( nils will create the necessary

incentives and conditions for cc imprehensive changes to ticcur.
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Restructuring fir Learning witil Techm)logy:
The Potential for Synergy

Karen Sheingold

he successful transk wmatinn (4 sttv.knot learning and ;Icenniplisliment in the nextT
(lecade requires ellet..tivL.Iv Iwinging together three agendas an emerging cnnsensus

alintit IL'aming, and lCadling. welkintegrated uses ()f teclitinl(igy and restructuring. Vach

agenda akin(' presents pnssihilities kn. educatinrial redesign of a \ (Ty pnwerful snrt. Vt,I

WilL. Ilas re..iliicd ()I is likely In realize its potential in Ilk. absence nf 'he other twn.

There have IleCil ;111(1110s l() Illakt.' CaL'Il of ll1Cs(' agClidaS. ill S()111C k Will, pall (II.

In( CdliCalloilaI sVSI('Ill ri)l' Inally 1Val'S, l() IillIe CIICCl. Yel lIleIV is reason In think that

things inav he different lin\Y.

hi the past, app.( ),Iches that cnnsidcr students acti\-c. learners. ariLl that :rim kw

SI titlents tn understand academic c( intent :111(1 fie ble tn think. were seen as important

II w nillv selected gnaws ( .(1. students t R('snick, l98a ). N(iNv. in cnntrast, these g( uls and

a)proiaclies are urged as prinrities k n. :ill students. The brnad c()nsenstis emerging

alio nit tlit..se anibitintis learning gnals and metlinds, suppnrted liv a li(A.lv nf research nil

how penple k..arti, kith Lk.mand atiLl make credible ;1 !mire \videspread L.nininitinent tn

this ;.ipproiach than has ilitis far I Well attempted.

.(iniilarly. in tht.. past technnIngies have !XVI) alillled IW 501110,4 l() IX* hIle

allsWl'l. 1()I. ClIllCall()I1 (Ct111:111. l98()). 'Ilicse ViCWs Ilavt' nnw. Ilet'll wklelv tempered by

all understanding that it is non the features nf the techilnIngy al( inc, hut rather the ways

that these L.apaciti('s are plll lf.) list' ill human erivironinients that slialv their impact. AI

the same time. the teclim ilngy itself has changed. (.:(niiptiter-based and vi(len t(,.1)110,10)-

gies are in( we pnwerlul and versatik. than what preceLled theni, and much in( we viclel.

available in sclunils than are earlier tcclinnIngles. Their pervasivtmess in the adult

w()rld ()f w( )lk has given them a rie\Y k.gitimacy in st honil. \Vhat's num.., a growing
cadre of teachers is learning li()' In list.' lllelli Well.

In .1 paralk.l manner. I.L.Inrins (if rimy kinds havc cnntinually cyck.t.l thi.oiligh

American eLlucatinil Wuhan. I990). Reforms in recent nwinorv, li w example. have
calleLl for itilectinns. ( 01 Ilt.1V li wins (if curricula (n teaching methods, nr h ir !wire

stringent dherence tn standai.ds. In (.(intrast, ptoponients of ivstructuring argue that

unless the system itself changes in a lin lamental and thnro nigligning way, lin rekirms

can lit.. successful in the king run. Restructuring prnvides a franiewnrk lo w changing the

9 Karril.11)(wrg()/(l: 111c holculial,1101' s:r1lr'Nr



system as a whole, thus creating an environment within which panicular refcwins may

be carried out successlUlly.

In the remaining pages I further define these three zigendas, lay out the opponu-
oities and challenges each presents, and discuss how the comprehensive advance of

each requires the other two. I provide examples of places where these agendas are

beginning to come together, and make some recommendations about how the process
might be advanced. In the attempt to discuss these three agendas in rdation to each
other in a paper-length document, many relevant issues (e.g., assessment, accountabil-
ity, incentives, uses of technology to promote restructuring independent of student
learning) have been necessarily neglected. Some of these are discussed in the lOur

remaining papers.

Consensus on Learning: The Opportunity

Elucators and policymakers nationwide now recognize the critical need for students
to learn how to think, to understand concepts and ideas, to apply what they learn and
to lie able to pose questions and solve problems. Such gmils, once confined to our best
public and independent schools, are now deemed appnipriate, indeed mandattny, ftir
all of our nation's chiklren. These goals represent standards that are not simply higher
than current ones, but qualitatively different. It is not more of the same we are after,

but much more complex and rigorous standards of zicademic accomplishment.

The realization of the need fundamentally to alter approaches to teaching and
learning conies from many quarters. The recent Governors' Task Force on Education
report (National Governors Association, 1990) emphasizes that students must learn to

use their minds well in school, and points out !hat radical changes are required to redo

the school curriculum. Textbooks and curriculum, they point out, "fociN largely on the

mastery of discrete, low-level skills and isolated facts, and deny opportunities ftir

students to master subject matter in depth, learn more complex problem solving skills,

or apply the skills they do learn." Similarly, those who are working on comprehensive
redesign of curricula (American Assf )ciation Icir the Advancement of Science. 1989). who

analyze how students are doing in any particular subject (National Research Council,
1990). or who conduct national assessments (Appielice, A., Langer, J. A.. & Mullis, I. V.

S., 1986: National Assessment of Educational Progress, 1985), all come to very simikir

conclusions about what our students ought to be learning that they are not, and about

the changes that must occur in how students learn.

As educators and policymakeis put fonh the urgency of these new goals for
student accomplishment, they often acknowledge that these goals rest on a quite
different nmdel of what teaching lnd learning are about (e.g., Shanker, 1990). Effective
learning hinges on students' active engagement in constructing their own knowledge
and understanding. Such learning is not solitary, but occurs through interaction with
and support from the world (A. people, objects and technologic- of many kinds. By this
model, teaching involves less telling and more supporting. facilitating and coaching of

lo Kam! .Sheingold: PotentiaI fir S.ynergy
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students. And karning itself is not about a stable Ix idy i 'acts and truths, but nither

about knowledge that is itself dynamic, that humans Irave cleated,

This set of assumptkms is alternately relerred to as 'student-as-worker, 'student-

centered' o 'construdivist.' For the purp()Ses 01. this paper this approach will be termed

adive learffing,adventurous teaching (See Cohen, I988, Mr -adventurous teaching.' ),

acknowledge from the I wginning that both learning and teaching are tinder revision.

What Does It Take?

What w,oukl it mean to) create classrooms where these gwls and appmaches are

seriously pursued? Research in recent tkvades has informed us about the kinds of

(lassr(H)in circumstances that hell) students to) develop deep understanding of academic

content (e.g., Brown, Collins, Duguid, 1989; Chipman, Segal, S Glaser (Eds), I985;

Resnick, 1')7b: ksnick (Ed), 1989; Segal, (liipman & ( ilaser (Ms), 1985). Students

shoitikl engage in coimplex tasks (such as conducting a science experiment, L'omposing

a poem or analyzing the causes of economic tk.cline in their local community) tliat

enal de them to) participate in the many pmcesses that comprise intelledual accomplish-

ments. These shoukl be tasks that, by and large, do not have one right answer, or only

one route to solution, To the extent poissible, students should engage in work that has

a purpose that is understandable, even compelling, to) them. Authentic and legitimate

work, and work that has real connection to) the world outside oil' school, is likely to Ix.

engaging and memorable precisely l)ecause it matters.

Moreover, Iwcause stu(ents come to) schoiol with markedly different back-

grounds, interests and skills, learning imist Ix. individualized much more than a typical

lesson format allows. This doesn't imply that students shoukl spend all of their time

learning ak me. To the contrary, small group and collaborative learning are ellective

methoids low acco numonlaling and addressing diflerences in students' understanding and

skills, as well as for involving them in connplex and challenging tasks. But this point

does suggest that the lockstep approach to) learning (that is, everyone in the same grade

learning the same thing at the same time in the same way) typical in most schools is

likely to luil l'or many students. Schools must find ways of diagnosing students'

strengths and weaknesses, devising programs that assure that they buikl on their

strengths, pursue interests, cultivate new interests and get help where they need it.

In a(dition, classron)inS will have to) be pkices where all students can be deeplv

engaged in subject matter learning. Learning to think and learning content are integrally
related. It is only through serious involvement with content that students can Ix. helped

and challenged to reason, question, integrate intrmation from ditkient sources and

devise their own interpretations. At the same time, it is precisely through such 'higher-

order' activities that students come to understand and rememIxT inl'ormation and ideas.

None of this is likely to) take place unless students learn and develop in schools

and classrooms where they k.el sale, welcome, supponted and respected.

The Challenge

The challenge that goes with these kinds of goals and approaches to) student

learning is pro )ffiund. over the history of education, these approaches have keen the

most (lifficult to) achieve, and have succeeded only at the margins of the educational

establishment.

Karel, Sheillgo t The h



CIVantig SCh( H )Is in which stuik.nts arc engaged in learning. and aft learning

how to LISC their Minds Will Means asking lk) something that IS VITy hard n)

LIU. It re(Iuires their 1 )( ith giving up a set ()I' long-held beliefs about teaching an(I

k.arning. and also) devising ;11111 inventing instru1ti()11 that en!hudies these new goals and

appu)a(h(s. Indeed. LS 1 )avkl 0)11(11 eloquently ;irgues ( ; ()hen. 1988). we know little

iihout the instnictional implications oi tIi vk.w of learning tILII wrvadcs unplicilly ii

not always explicitly --- ciirrent relonn effons. 1 lis term 'adventurous teaching appro-

priately conveys what is involved in doing such miching, as wen as what is cntaticd in

becoming such a tcaclier.

This approach also) requires schools and teachers to make VOA' 'LIM dlUices

al H mt curriculum. II' students are to he held accountable for understanding. nut just

ineinori/ing. lin. applying their kiumledge, n()t ju.st reciting it. lin' denumstrating their

understanding tluough carrying out complex piojeds and doing their own research,

then students IMISt venture mow deeply into a carefully chosen set of topics or con-

cepts. Teachers ;Ind others will have to decide what curriculum deserves 1( )cused effort,

and w.hat can he ignored.

Similarly, many organizational leatures of schools come into questim if this

apploach is taken seriously. Fur example. forty minute periods cannot du justice to the

kind of work we exped students to do. and some of the information resources students

need for their work may nut he li Hind within the school walls. hut in the larger commu-

nity or over (Cleo )mmunicati(ms networks.

Clearly there is no single way to cmhody these assumptio )ns. app.( raches and

o ials in a funoioning school. There are teachers, jwineipals ;ind reform mumps (such as

the Coalition of F.ssential Schools) who are seriously taking on this task. Rut the field is

genuinely open 11 it experimentation. disluvery and creation. Ind(ed. the p()ssibility

success hinges On such openness.

The Need for Restructuring and Technology
wl Lit is nAluir1.11 to advance this agenda in the nation's schools? First. a wkle-

spread puhlie comnUtnient to) it from educational leaders and policymakers. Nbire

important than public statements and docunwilts. In )wever. is the real commitment to

civating the kind of enviionment 11 ir schools and teachers in which innovations can he

tried and supplwied (see 1 )avid paper). In sud) n envinmment, people re encour-

aged to take risks. to learn In )111 each other (and from those outside the system), to

work hard at changes. which. w'hether they succeed or fail, can inform future pkms and

designs. Both of these conditions ;ire nlet 1 restructuring as currently defined.

Finally, becanse 'Alive learning and adventumus teaching ai.L. so difficult to

iralize. schools ;ind teachers will need to have abundantly available and make well-

integrated use of technologies that can signilicantly support and .idvance this ;igenda.
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Well-Integrated Uses of Technology: The Opportunity

hile future technologies offer almost unimaginable capabilities to education (seeW
!)Cde paper, this volume), even those currently available offer significant potential for

supporting active learning and adventurous teaching. For example, computer software

tools, such as wtird process( ws and graphing plograms, can help organize and structure

complex tasks for students. Video and videodisc technologies Can provide visual

examples of real-world phenomena. lTents and stories that then constitute ,, ihared

basis Iiir student pniblem-fincling and problem-solving activities. computer networking

technologies and satellite coninmilications can help pnimote local and long-distance

collaboration and communication among students and teacheis, and can pnivkle the

means hir students and teachers to become pail of a larger comnumity of scholars and

scientists. Within classrooms and/or through networks students can create and Ihive

access to databases of inh wmation that can enhance their reseawh efhwts. Multimedia

technologies C111 bring into the classrot nu much richer sets of materials li w teaming than

are typically available in classrooms ( w scluxil libraries today. These can contribute

significantly to students' exploration and research. The pniduction capabilities Of

oniiputers and video cameras can enable students to create attractive, pnifessional-

looking pniducts of their own design. which can be easily shared and revised. The

publk. nature of computer work in classrooms can help to support collaboration,

discussion and reflection. Some kinds of computer software can make visible and

manipulable for students their own thought processes (e.g., the relation between a

question they had and a piece of inhirmation they found), as well as concepts that have

proven hard to grasp (e.g., what a median is). Others allow students to simulate and/or

model complex scientific, economic or historical events and phenomena, thus exph wing

the variables and relationships that constitute these phenomena.

These uses can contribute to the kinds of classrooms we envision. Taken

together, they can provide a resource-rich environment for our often crowded and

resource-poor classnxims.

All of these uses are occurring in some schools in this country, as are tither

creative uses of technology that can support students' engagement, active learning and

thinking. There is an increasing number of anecdotes and stories from the field alxiut

good projects, excited teachers and students and creative llties of technology. Educa-

tional technology magazines regularly report impressive stories about what teachers

have accomplished with technology in their classrooms. Research evidence is begin-

ning to accunmlate that computer use in classrooms can support and help bring about

active learning (See Collins paper, this volume).

In addition, a recent survey of a special group of teachers those who had

been nominated for inclusion in the study because of their accomplishment in integrat-

ing technohigy into their teaching practice revealed that lutist of these teachers

believe that their practice itself has changed as a result of using ownputers (Sheinw)l(l &

Hadley, 1990). They indicated that they are able to present more complex material to

students, that student work can proceed more independently and in ways that are more

individually-taikwed, and that they are acting more as coaches than as inkirmation

pnividers in more student-centered classrooms. Importantly, for some of these teachers,

the process of integrating the technokigy did int we than enable them to change things in
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their ciassmoms. it :ictually helped them to see that things shoukl change, as well as

how they could. It appeaN that technologies can help teachers to teach differently. and

can perhaps present nukkls for the more (umplex kinds of tasks in which students

shoukl be engage(l.

The Challenge

)espite the promise that teclmologies offer to schools. :Ind despite encouraging

developments in some places, its potential is not being wklely realized. Technokigy in

schools has yet to he purposively tied to agendas fin learning on a large scale. Com-

puter-based technology has been brought int() sch( )ols during the past decade largely

because it was seen as imponant in and of itself a central component of the world of

:klult work and of our chiklren's future. l'n )gramming and computer literacy in second-

ary schools, and drill in lusic skills in elementary schools. have dominated computer

llse in in )st schools t Becker. I990), Only recently have applications word on ices-

sots. database management systems, spreadsheets, graphics programs made their

wav int() clas.srooms in significant number. And only recently have educators been

attempting to integrate computers into subject-matter fcachilg and learning. BLit

technok)gy is not likely to have a qualitative impact unless it is deeply integrated into

elassmom purposes and activities.

The Need for Active Learning and Restructuring

This is where active learning and adventunius teaching c()ine in. If districts.

schools and teachers deckled that the central t if m it only) purpose of technokigv was

I wiping t 1 realiw these g()als and appnraches. then lechnok Nies would have a compre-

hensive. exciting and li)rward-looking mission in schools. And a mission they are well

qualified to take on. Thi.s pumose could bring Ii)cus and depth to their use. woukl

enable scho()Is to take advantage of the expertise of teachers wh() arc already trying to

use technok )gies to further these goals, and woukl likely have significant educatkinal

impact.

Giving technok)gies a serious educational inissi(m in schools and districts is not

sufficient. however. Once teachers begin to use techm)logies well to advance student

learning. they often:

need more time to learn about. gain Aklitional training in and plan for use of

tecluy )1( igies;

want students to have longer blocks of time in which to do their technok)gy

based work:

want to integrate curriculum and try team te:iching; and

need greater access to more feclunil(igy fin themselves and their students.

The barrios these teachers must (wercome Dwyer, Ringstalf, Sandholtz. IWO;
Slicing( dd (K I ladley, 1990) are precisely what te:ichers in restructuring districts have t or

are supposed to have) authority to change.

It is very unlikely that the w klespread and effective use of technokigies

pnimote active learning can happen unless schools can re( )rganize their own structures,

ink wities and spaces. As with active learning, seriously pushing the p()tential of tech-

noh)gies re( wires a conunitment to thoughtful innovation, and a .school and district
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community that supports such change. Restructuring can provide the context in which

such inrawation can take place.

Restructuring

ithin the last decade there has been a near-universal reo ignition that our schoolsW
are not working kir a N.ery large proportion of our students. The list of indicators is

king, consistent and depressing. Not only are students not learning the conlplex skills

and knowledge they need to functkni elfectively and productively as citizens in our

democratic miciety and increasingly information-oriented economy. But many are

dropping inn long bekire they complete high school. Others, although present. remain

lethargic. uninterested and not challenged by a system that rewards quiet, obedience

and passivity.

A hrst wave of refiwin, based ini the assumption that what was needed was

higher standards defined by larger di ises of the same sort of educaram (e.g., !wire

requirements, a longer scluxil day and year) has not produced significant positive

results. A seonid wave is now pn weeding. on the more radical assumptiiin that what is

needed is nothing less than a wluilly reorganized system that operates on a dillerent set

of expectations and incentives.

What is Restructuring?

In practice, the term 'restructuring weans many things at the !raiment. The term is

applied to phenomena as diverse as giving teachers more authority kir sclu manage-

ment. reorganizing a sclumrs daily schedule, devekiping perkirmance based assess-

ments to measure student learning and creating ungraded classrooms. Either the term is

ill-defined or refers to siimething so general that all of these phenomena qualify as pail

of it. Both are true. Yet an attempt at delinitkin is critical, if restructuring is to mean, as

it must, nu we than this years special pnnect.

The kical idea underlying many restructuring efforts is that the system itself.

In nn top to bottinn, must be rowganized in order to achieve the kinds of learning and

thinking outcomes now seen as necessary for students. An organizational structure

must be created in which autluirity and responsibility are aligned and in which those

who are charged with getting the job done. namely schoiils and teachers, have the

authinity and support they need to do it well. In the king run, sclunds and districts

must be accountable kir achieving cenain yet-to-be defined outoimes, rather than for

adhering to a set of procedural guidelines and regulations. They. the educan its, have

(he responsibility for deciding how they will reach these goals (David. ( ohen.

ionetschlager, Traiman, 1990; Tucker, 199).

Such an appniach dictates a very oaten .nt relationship between the central

office and schools, because many decisions are pushed down to the school level. The

central office then takes on a more supportive nile towards the schools. Rather than

telling them how to do ',.hat they must do. w whether they can do something, the

central office helps them to get things done. Additionally. community participation is
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seen as centrally important in setting the goals for the school system and, in some cases,

in school-based decision making as well.

This systemic appnrach by itself says nothing about how schools shall operate

Or teachers do their work. It assume's that. given the authority, suppon and incentives,

school staffs can figure out how to achieve the desired Outcomes. It is hoped that,

through such a structure, people's best efforts and energies will Ix. mobilized and
nourish. Over time, this outcomes-oriented system that respects teachers as pmfession-

als should lead to a much more productive educational system on a large scale.

The Challenge

The challenge of making the complex changes that are called for by re.-tructuring

is staggering. Vilma Ily evetyone in the system superintendents, principals, teachers,

students, parents, school boards and community members must learn how to do
their jobs differently. Reso )urce. alk)cations must be reconsidered, often by people who

previously were not responsible for doing so.

What were formerly taken as 'givens are now being reconsidered. What
constitutes a school (no longer a building) is being called into question, as educators
discover the importance. of creating small communities within which students can Ix.

known and valued as indivkluals. Within schools, schedule's, grouping practices,
teaching assignments, the use of space, curriculum and assessment all must be re-
thought and redesigned. District and state regulatitms, formerly unscalable obstacle's to
change, are being waived for schools that can justify the waiver as necessary fig their
programs.

The Need for Active Learning and Technology

With all of this activity in the interest of systemic change, by far the most serious

challenge. for restructuring is actually changing what and how students learn in school.
If this does not happen, restructuring will have failed to achieve its central purpose..

Thus, the ambitious goals fiw student accomplishment and radical approaches to

reorganizing the educational enterprise must be met with equally ambitious and radical

approaches to altering learn:-,.; and teaching in the classroom. If it is qualitative change
we are after, we must be willing to design and craft qualitatively different instructional

practices and learning environments. The active learning/adventurous teaching ap-
proach, consonant with the goals currently put forth and with what we know about
how students learn academic content and become thinkers, can gukle, inform and itself
be infornwd and expanded through the restructuring process.

Finally, if restructuring is to succeed on a large scale, it will need to take
maximal advantage of tools and technologies that can support the process. It is unlikely

that the ambitious goals for learnirg and teaching can be met without widespread,
creative and well-integrated uses of technologies of many kinds.
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Efforts at Synergy

If this argument is correct. then Lonsiderable synergy shoiukl result In iiii the thoughtful

bringing together of these three agendas. Each both requires and advances the other
two. Onlsidered separately:

I. Restructuring pnivkles the expeclatio ins and organizational conditions in

which genuine. well-supported and king-lasting innovatit in can ()ccur and by
self-sustaining:

'. I ligh standards low student accomplislimmt and an active le:wiling

adventunius teaching approach (well matched by newly-designed

assessments and aco )(livability syst(ms) define both purpose :ind direction
for the inn( )vations: and

3. Technoloigies act as both Stipp( ins and catalysts for the edesign oil learning

and teaching (and of the reo wganizatio in &owl).

As (if yet, evklence oil sucli synergy is slim indeed. Hut that is nog surprising.

given the recency oil all Ihree agendas. and how challenging each is in its own right.
Yet these ideas are making their way into a number of public forums although more
commonly as restructuring and technokigy, with the learning either imphed tir left tiut.
In the last lew years. increasing numbers of national conferences including tho ise kir
the educatkinal community (Minnesoita Educational (..o imputing (..o )nsonium; National
Schooil Boards Association), and For researchers (American Educational Research
Assoiciation I have included restnicturing and technology on their agendas. The
National Education Ass(wiatkin and the American Et..deratio WI t A. Teacheni have each

been involved for several years with technology projects in suppo in oil restructuring. in
collaboratio H1 with major vendors. lie Coalition of Essential Sell( /Ns has just begun all
IRM-suppoirted pro ijed to assist two ()f its scho Mils ill developing co imputer-based

assessments Cexhibitio ins.' in ( o ialitio in ternis) of student performance.

There are also schoHils and districts working (in these issues, Everything is in its
early stages; no inetheless. dim are three types of examples I have Iven abk to gather

tedmology schoxils in restructuring districts, a technology, active learning proiject in a
restructuring district and whole districts nuking technokigy an element in restructuring.

Technology SchooLs

In some restructuring district. (e.g.. Dade County. New York City. St. Paul, San

INegoi) technoloigy schoioils are being created. New schoxils offer unique pissibilities
because they can stan from ground zero and decide and design what kinds ()f places
they want to he. Technology schools. in particular, are interesting because they can
provide real examples oil integrated use oil teclmologies in envininments where tedino 1-
ogy resoiurces are plentiful, and where staff and students are interested in using them
imaginatively.

In some districts. wliere new buildings are being designed for technology

schoiols. there are exciting opportunities toi think through the spatial implications of
reorganized learning envininments. For example. newly designed schomils might have:

teacher technology roxims. where teacliers could have access to technology
they use kir their work and collaboirative pn
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spaces ()I dik.rent si-fes nd !,hapes i w sukk.nt indivklual work, small

groups and large groups;

slxvill snide( ). " hi" sitidcrus could do IL.chn()1())4v-inicnsivt.

proiL.Cls:

electromic displays ()I student work in CLISSI'( )()Iils ;Ind IMINiC spACCS.

There are nv( ) risks teclinul()gy scli()( )ls, however. 'Ilk. first is that they may (lo

district-widL l(\ (.1 hit (1)11)1)111LT labs (lo lU mmic schools Ecicgatc the techn( l..

ngy n) a placc o)n th( margins 0)1 the sVsteni. Th(1s integratk n1 is har(ler to achieve. The

so.0)nd risk is that thy may represnt a locus on techno)logv per s, absent an eLliica-

tional 'isio

School of the zu.aI ti re. A technology sdlool with an educatiottal visio n. tlw

School of the Future. has just begun its liNt year of operation in tiw York Citv's

Distrid 2. It t'ame into lying as a result ()la grant from the I 'ilited States Department ()I.

Education's Fund fon' innoV;In()11. It is in ;I dislriCI MICK' superintenLkmt has been

supportive 01. schools that give the students in his distrid a variety optio His l( H g( Hid

education. All snklents in the distrid may apply t( ) these scluxils. Starting at seventh

gride. with 82 students. this school plans to add a grade each var through high school.

Rehire the school opened. the technology-sopliisticated diredor created a visi()i1

for the scliool as a place where teclinok)gy waS used I"( w learning. She hired six

teachers. three ()I whom had technology expenise. and together they planned and

continue to plan what kind of school it is g( )ing to) be. 'Hwy selected students who

were interested in technohgy (though not necessarily experietwe(I with it). who) had

'stick-to-it-iveness; and who wanted to work in gnnips. The ethnic composition) or

sukkAnis "As sejtvic,d majch 111;11 or du, disirjo (3041 Asian, 304, VIlite, 2o0i, I lispAnic.

20",, Black), and academic achievement w;is considered only to assure adequate

diversity.

In the plan. then' is an emphasis on students using tedmoh)gy to do pro )jects.

on students having time to get deeply invol\ LI in their work t MO-minute periods) and

on) teaclkm being guides and coaches to the students. Teacheis spent a great deal ()i

link ()Vcr sifilliner phnning dlL$ (English and social studies ae integrated

into I ItliltIllities I. And WL'Ir ;INC I() d() Mink' ()I. dlcir Wurk ()\°el' Ilk' hoard of Education's

nowork (NY( :ENFT).

The school II:Is networked computer lab. when. students take their tedinology

class and re now learning I )asic applications. ( )nce students master the bask. appliya-

t.v ins I word pnkvssow, database, spreadsheet ), techno)logv class and lab will be used

for student projed wo wk. The sd )01 also) has computers in the classrooms to l'or 28

students). a laser printer. video) production equipment, (:I )-Rc. AI drive and

oven an (Icon/tile easel that the school Found abandoned in the uld distrid offices.

EventtrillY. students will be loaned comp(Iters to) take home.

Although the plans l( w the s(l 10)0)1 sound very different from that of most

schools. the school is still ' nind by CIIV IIIIIIII*C11101IS and examinations. It is

approaching student assessment gingerly. planning first to) work on alternative forms of

assessing students in elective wurses.

It is much tou early in till' school year to) know how any of this will work 0 nit.

but the teachers have been given a great deal o1 authority to) design and redesign the
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educational proigram in the .sch( H )1. They see them.selves as learners as well as dem( ws.

nd are taking n aniropriately experinlental approach to their Ik'W S1h(H)1.

Certain ly, :min the perspective of size, select i\ ity and Fes( nirces. this school is

stalling (nit with many advantages. some obvionis barriers do not exist, or are lessened.

Nit removing barriers does not ensure slICCCSS: rather. it gives these teachers moire time

to focus on the central issues of learning and teaching. They ill I squarely with
a so 04 very hard problems alu nil how to create a school environment that is [Linda-

nientallv different Irom what they themselves have experienced. This school, therelo

represents fertile ground in which to grow a technologv-inhised. reorgani/ed schoo )1 that

gives student learning high priority. What is not clear b whether or II( AV what is

learned in this schox )1 will affect any oitlwr restructuring efforts in New l'o)rk

Techmlogy Projects In Restructuring INstricts

All districts have computers and ivlated tcchnologies, some in large quantity. In

moN distriCts. Mc Can find special technology proj(ds, ()lien carried out by schools in

dlaboratio Hi with unic('rsitiCS. and si)inCliincs With hardware vendo Ms. Rut 111(Te air

riW projects in restructuring schools and dbtrids that re explicitly aimed at furthering
hotli reorganization and Ali\ e learning The I )1s0 VI' Ho klicsicr NY) pi% iied is one.

Discover Rochester. This research and demonstratio in project is entering its

second Year ill a Rochester. New York lllkIdk schox )1. The prOjeCt illVoftes (Alb()I;1-

ILA 'n.vers..v 0): ..(x...ies.er. ..oc.ies.ertion among tlie Ro(hester City School District. 11 11/It tlUlt
Museum and Science Center and the Center for Technolo igy in Education at hank Street
Co Alege.

Ro )chester. an urban district with large numbers oil poor students, is undergoing

niajo )1* restructuring. As part of this Mort, it has reorganized its inkldle schools into

ho )uses. which re subdivit.led into grade-level (.1usters taught hy teams of lour teachers.
The I )iscoyer Rochester ro/jed \Vas carried out with a class of nom-Regents eighth grade

students Iasi year. and w ill expand to) more students this year.

Tlw purpose of the project iN to) help shiilehts deVellV the thinking and problem

solving skills necessary for directing their own learning and for co immunicating what

they ILIVC ICatned. Ilw interdisciplinary project int.( wpowates subject-matter curriculum.

and I.( icuses on and takes iiI antage the local community. Students are finding out
about the Rokliester environment from scientifio . mathematical, histo )rical. cultural ami

literary perspectives. working in gro nips to) conduct research. aikl communicating their

understanding via a multimedia museum exhibit. The exhibit, i)I .sower Ro )chester. is

created (in Nlacintobli computers, and displays studelts' work through text, audio).

graphics, music and maps. ilie exhibit has Iven on display in a local museum. the
Rochester NIuseuni and Science Center.

The project ties in very well with district ivdagogical and organizational go)als.

which include the integration of technology into subject matter teaOling, interdiscipli-
nal\ teadling and schoxils as centers of inquiry that make use of co oinniunity resources.

Teadiers agreed that students could devote one full dav to) this project. thus each giving
up one period oil instru(tion per week to) it. The distrid allowed these teachers to) waive
account ability for their students' district-wide final examinatio )ns. freeing them from
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It:lying 10 cover the same amount of material in their regular courses. In addition. the

district purchased the equipment needed for the project.

The one-semester pik it last year produced 'ery encouraging results. Students

were very engaged by flu: pnnect, came to sch( H 111(nv and participated in class much

more than they had prevniusly. Soine gave up other time (e.g., lunch) to will: on the

project They pniduced much higher quality work than they had lief( we, and learned to

use computers quite fluently (having had little ( w no previo(1s experience). Thnnigh the

project they spent more nine olf campus doing their school based work. such ;IS

interviewing people. aikl gathering (nher kinds of informati( in (e.g.. photos at a local

museum).

Ilw teachers aim) became very involved in the project Previously inexperi-

enced with dimputers, they learned a great deal al) flit techmilogy. Niore imp( wtant, the

project pnwkled them an opp(wilinity to collaborate with each other and with pnnect

staff. They did so successfully. despite many differences in style and pedagogy, As

teacliers came to See and buikl connednins between the I)iscover R whester pnned and

their own curricula, the project began to make its way int() classrm nns during regular

chss time. For example, in English class students spent a week reviewing what they

had written kw the Discover Rochester exhibit and planning their revisk ins. In addition.

teacliers liecame aware that a different kind of nile was needed Mien working with

students on the computers -- nu we facilitative then directive and that this transition

W;IS a very difficult one to make. by the end of the year. these teachers were better

able to play a facilitative nile. and were much more coml.( )itable aln nit it than they had

been earlier.

It is encouraging also that new tetichers. IU t menthers of the cluster team, have

asked to lie included in the pnilect this year. The district views Disc( wer R()chester as a

ligl U house pn nect.

Will the kind of synergy this project is creating lead to bniader innovati(ni of this

kind in Rochester. ( w will the projed simply disappear once the research is c(implete'e

We don't know. But if it continues to take hokl and be successful in the eyes of the

participants. it will put pressiire (H1 the system. As nu we teachers bec(nne interested and

involved, thev will need nuwe techmilogy, and will wain to learn how' to use it pnxluc-

tivelv in their own subject matter classes. Soine are already asking kw this.

liut teachers do not ma have the autluwity to make their own technokigv

puR.ha..ing decisions, or to a lk icate resouives w their own training. Whether and how

they will get tlie king-tenn supp(wt they need (nice the research project is c( impleted is

m)t clear.

A second way this project is putting pressure (in the system relates to the issue

of scheduling because students dev(ite a full day per week to this pnnect, and because

all of the computers are located in the science room. complex scheduling problems

have resulted.

As the pioject grows. a different accommodation ( W space and time will have to

happen. (lusters of teachers may decide they need not (me day per week kw a special

pn)ject, but pnneds to become part of everyday life. In this case, periods may have

to 1w kinger than -1() minutes. And students may need special pnnect devekipment

space where they can do their work.
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Recomnwndations
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3. Work toward.s a critical mass of technology and teacher expertise in
using it.
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adive learning, they can together think through and implement the stnictural, organiza-

tional and curricular changes they want to make in the scluml (and perhaps also the

distrid). Without such a critical mass, efforts at widespread technology-infused change

will flounder.

What constitutes a critical mass of technology expertise? There is little evidence

on which to make a judgment. Nonetheless, I speculate that if half of the teachers in a

school were comfortable with using technology in their teaching, and did so with some

regularity in a variety of cufficular areas, there would be a sufficient critical mass of

expertise. Teaciiers could then help each other with the technology use and could

think together about the kinds of innovations they want to implement.

As for technology, the critical mass is not defined solely by numbers of comput-

ers or other technologies, but also by where they are located, who has access to them

and how they can be used. For example, a large number of computers used solely to

step students through a programmed set of drills for a given number of minutes per day

will not be enough. These rigkl uses do not give students or teachers the opportunity

of being in control of the technology, or of discovering and designing ways to use it for

students' active learning.

On the other hand, one coukl take the same number of computers, provide

software and peripherals so they could be used in multiple ways, and place some in

classrooms, some in project work spaces for students and teachers, and some on the

desks of interested teachers. With this configuration a critical mass of technology based

experience could be developed and supported.

4. Use media to convey new images and metaphors of schooling.

If educators are successful in integrating these three agendas in the next decade,

we can expect to have created schools whose students' achievements'are both higher

than and different from those of today's students. The schools where these students

learn will look and feel different from what we generally think of as 'school.' These

ditk.rences may create considerable discomfort for those of us lio have grown up in

traditional schools that is, most of us. Whatever we may believe schools should be

like, the traditional images are very powerful teachers standing up in front of quiet

chikken. students seated in straight rows, teacheN telling students things. The images

derive power from their familiarity.

It is very important, then, to cultivate new images of sclumling, so that the new

can become familiar and comfortable. The media can effectively portray these new

images small groups of students engaged in animated discussions about data they

inspect on a computer screen; a student interviewing a senior citizen in the local

community about local histon-y while other students videotape the interview; a teacher

and a student discussing and evaluating the contents of the student's ponfolio of work.

which includes products in several different media.

National media, particularly television, can be a powerful force in creating these

kinds of images for the public: In small measure, they have begun to do so. But the

need for such images far outstrips the investment made to date.

Local and much less expensive efforts may also be effective. For example, a

Maine elementary school that is restructuring makes creative use of the talents of a

retired citizen who volunteers his video services (Ray, 1990). lie visits classrooms, tapes

Karen Sheingold: Me Potential jOr Syneigy



children at work and interviews them. Ile also tapes their perliwmances, plays. readings
and artwork. His tapes are broalcast on the local ac...ess cable channel. Local parents
not only have the pleasure of seeing their chikken on television, but also of seeing
some new images of what school is of what their children's school is.

Conclusions

have argued here that these tlwee agendas active learning. tecl mology andI
restructuring each ix)wertill vehicles for changing learning and teaching in schools
need the other two to be maximally efkctive. Indeed, the potential for synergy is very
great if we imagine all three coming together in schools and districts.

Technology can work much more mwerfully in schools if tied to learning and
teaching purposes of the kinds we have described, and if encouraged and supported in
er.ironments where change, reorganization and reflective experiments are valued.

The active learning/adventurous teaching approach, similarly, can cc nne into
swing on a large scale only when ambitious goals of the kind now being widely put
forth for all students are actually meant, and in a reform environment in which schools
and teachers are expected and supported to take serious risks to do their work more
effectively.

Finally, restructuring cannot succeed unless its ambitious goals for student
accomolislmient and radical approaches to reorganizing the educational enterprise are
met with equally ambitious and radical approaches to altering learning a.id teaching in
the classroom. The active learning/adventurous teaching approach is the one most
consonant with the go)als currently put anth. Moreover, putting interactive coinputer
and vkleo technologies into the service ot' these learning and teaching gixils can pnwide
substantial support in reaching them. Put more strongly, it is unlikely that these anthi-
nous goals for learning and teaching can be met on a large scale without widespread,
creative and well integrated uses of' technologies of many kinds.

What I am urging here is not just an effort at synergy, but at a coherence of
educational goals, approaches, tools and structures that, even in very rough approxima-
tion, can transform schmling. I am well aware that each of the elements in this 'coher-
ent' scheme is itself not fully formed. Therein lies great opportunity.
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The Role of Computer Technology
in Restructuring Schools

Allan Collins

Trends

omputer technok )gy and clectn)nic netw(wks !rave been skmly infusing theC
sch(x)ls (see Becker, 19861. This equipment is unlikely to end up in closets or even sit
idle most of the time, because of the widespread and growing use of such technok)gy in
lx Ali business and the home. Ilence there is a kind of 'authenticity (Brown, Collins, &
Duguid, 1989) to using this equipment in the eyes of students and teachers; students

want to use the technology because it represents the future. In a society where most
work is becoming computer based, 'school work' cannot forever resist the change.

When a technok)gy bec(nues widespread, vvhether it is the bi)ok, the automobile,

or television, it has ramifications throughout society, inckiding education. For example,

the invention of the printing press and the book ha(l pr()found effects on edu(ation
(Boorstin, 1983; Eisenstein, 1979). It made the ideas of universal literacy and public
schooling possible, iticl led to a deemphasis in teaching the ail of meniory. The
automobile and bus led to the consolidation of rural sdlools and the dispersion of

people to the suburbs, and in turn to the split between urban and suburban education,
and busing to achieve racial integration. Television and video technok)gy is even now
having profound effc.'ets on education, such as the decline of print culture and the rise
of a visual cchure, low tolerance for bored()m and the loss of innocence fi)r children
(h)stman, 1982). Similarly the c()mputer and the electn)nic netw(wk are likely to have
pn)lound impacts on education, and it behooves us to consider these as we think about
the issue of restructuring schools.

There are two views of education that have been at war for centuries: the didactic
or information-transmission view, and the constructivist view (Brown, Collins, &

Duguid. 1989; Cohen. 1988a 1. The didactic view is the prevailing view among the
general public. It holds that teachers should be masters of particular knowledge

domains and that their job is to transmit their expertise about these domains t() students
bv lectures and recitations. Students should memorize the facts and concepts of the
donlain, and practice the skills of the domain until they have mastered them, and they
should be able t() demonstrate their mastery on appnviate tests. The opposing

29 ..111an oft:out/niter Technology.
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consulion view, which is characteristi( () 1)mo., vygigsky and NIontess( >ri, l)okls

tlhit teachers should I k facilitators, who help students construct their own understand-

ings and capabiiities in carrying out challenging tasks. This view puts the emphasis on

the activity of the student rather than on that ( il the teacher. I )espte its predominance

in ilk k.ading cklucalii schools (0 >hen. I988a ), the c(mstructivist view has made little

headway in penetrating public L.ducatiun in .America, or more generally in the workl at

kirge. But the trends I describe below mav change that.

There are three dilierent uses of technology in classrooms: (I) as tools lor carry*

Illtiks. W()111 pnwessing, tmithematical compulaii( ins, programming Idn-

gtiaws. and electronic networking, (2) as integrated learning systems, such as \VILA!'

has developed. which include a set ol curriculum cxerdses that students w()rk on

individually and which keep records ol student progress for guiding the student an(1

reponing u) the micher. and (3) as simulations ;111d games. slid) as "Rocky's Boots" or

-Where in the World is Carmen Sim I /icgo.- where students engage in computer. based

ities designed to be motk ating and educational. The argument in this paper is that

die tool uses of technology are most likely to he the wav c()mputers ar widely used ill

classr()( )ms. and that integrated learning sYslems and simulations (though imp( wtant h

educational purposes) will onlv penetrate sell( t() the degree that t()(ll uses provide a

rationale fur buying cinnputers. ti() the trends discussed hclow assume tilt.. to()I uses

c1 mputers. though they apply to other uses as well.

It is obviously kliltictilt to) antkipate all the (+feels computer technologies. and it

may well he that I will overlook some of the nu)st imponant of these. Rut researCherS

have begun to observe how these new le(hn( )k)gieS art.' Mill:Kling the sclmuls. so) We

can at least make some informed speculations. There are at least eight major trends that

can be identified from the litemture and froun Observations in schools where computers

are being used lw teachers.

1. A shift from whole class to small group instruction.

Where teachers use computers. normal'..y one or two sukkilts arc iissigned to each

minputer. Teachers do not find it feasible to maintain all the suklents in I( wkstep, and

so they move to an individualized instruction nu )t.lel of teaching (Schofield Verban.

1988). This shows up in Gearhart, I lerman, liaker. Novak. and Whittier's (. 19901 data on

Apple (1assroon1 1)1. Tomorrow (ACt YI) classrooms as a dramatic decrease in teacher-led

adivities 1111>111 over '011,, of the lime when Co Hnputers arc not in Use tu less Man

when CoMpliters are in use) and a co wresponding increase in independent or LI )(peva-

live activities. This means teachers begin to talk to individual students, and dt..velop an

idea their understanding and their confusions, l'sually teachers have an inflated idea

of what their students understand. So watching individual students struggle with

problems may give teachers a hetter understanding or their students. It also means that

students are more likely to go) at their own pace and ()lien in their own direction

(scart.lamalia. liereiter. McLean, Swallow. tS WoodmIt. 1989). which for teachers can

create problems of control.

2. A shift from lecture and recitation to coaching.

.As part of the shill from whole class to) individualized instruction. there is a shift

from didactic approaches to a constructivist appr( Lich. Schofield and Verban ( NM)

domment this shill in terms of language. where there is a shill from sec( wid person

,;() .1/hm Collius.. lb(' Rule I J. Cinnpu ter Technolo,to.
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instrudio His ("You sliould do this-) to) first person constructions (-Let's try fills").
Gearhan. et al. t 199O) document this shift in AC( )1' classrox)ms from teacher-directed

Jet lapproxilllatek "fro 1)1 the time off the comput(_r to) less than 11P., on the
computer) to) adivities facilitate(I hv the teachers (from about 20". to) Tile intro-
ductim of a third party. the computer. into the situatiom encourages the teacher to) play
the role of a coach in many of the same ways that a piano en(ourages the teacher to)
play the iole of a coach in a piano lessom. 'Much of (he learning is meant to) take place

between the stmlent and the c0 )mputer. and this puts the teacher into the role of

observer and gui(Ie to) make sure those interadio ins are beneficial to) the student's
learning.

3. A shift from working with better students to working with weaker students.
In whole class instructio M. teachers carry on i dial( )gue with their better students

(Schofield Vellum W88). This is hecause it is the better students who raise their
hands to ofier ideas. Ty:idlers do not hik. to call on weaker students. because they do
not 'want to embarniss them in fro Hit of the class.' In a classroom where students are
working on computers. the teacher is naturally (lrawn to) students who need help. Wilt)
are s..tenerallv the \\ eaker students. Schofield athl Verban 1 10M) documents that in one
classiooni where there \vele individual c0 )mputers. two) of the weaker students received
lour to) five times as much attention from the teadier as the mo we advanced students.

We see this sante shill in the classrooms we have observed in \ew York and Cam-
hri(Ige. I lowever. as Schofield I perso )nal communication) points (Mt there may he a
tendency for the teacher to 0)\ erlohk students who need help. but do nog ask tow it.
because me teacher is usually very busy in these classrooms.

4. A shift toward more engaged students.

hi settings where d ompuiers have been put at the disposal of students in so)me

long-term activity or project. researchers have reported dramatic increases in students
engagement (Brown i Campione. in press: Carver. 1990; Scardainalia, et al.. 1989:
Schoriekl Verban. 1988). For example, Can.er finds dial students who were moo hored

with their (lasses that they would sleep thro nigh them. are eagerly engaged hi a project
to) construct 3 I Ivpercad 11111tiL11111 exhibit ahout their dty. Similarly. Schofield and

Verban repom that students compare how far :thong they are in their geometry curricu-
lum and even fight ower who gets to) use the computer during the time between classes.

)wyer. ItingstaII and Sandholtz. t 19911) cite several examples in At 'a fl classro x MIS Where

teadlers were encouriged to) do) more activities on computers. heCalltie StUdetits Were so)
highly engaged during such activities. It may he that the reported increases in engage-
ment are due to the no weIty or the ct )mputer. but it is unlikely that this accomnts for the
entire increase. To the degree that the computer suppons lo mg-term effort rather than
short exercises (a shift that Gearhart et al. I99(J) find in computer-based language arts.
Init 110 t in mathematics), there is suggestive evidence fronn these studies tliat students
become invested in the adivities they (.arry (nit on computers.

5. A shift from assessment based on test performance to assessment based on
products, progress and effort.

Assessnlent in iiu)st ckisses is hased on studenis perlormance on tests given after
difierent sectio ins o )1' the curriculum are completed. 'hoe intro )I_hLuCIioHi of co nuhniter

technolo )gy and the shift to) divklualized instruction twe aho)ve) moves assessment

away [tom the classroom test. which seems inappropriate to) teachers under the drcum-
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stances. Scheiliekl and Ven)an (1988) repent that the gonneuy teacher they studied

moved toward assessing SUKICIlls b15l5.1 On the effort and pnigress they made; in that

case the system would not let them go on until they had solved each preihlem. Where

the teacher sets up a pniject based curriculum. then evaluation of students tends to he

based on the pniducts that emerge from the student's effewts. But few the present this

creates pniblems for many teachers. because they do not know how to objectively

assess such products. This pniblem has been solved for writing assessment in terms of

holistic and primary trait scoring methods, and clearly some such scheme is needed for

poled based work (Erederiksen Collins. 1989; Wiggins, 1989; Wolfe, 1987).

6. A shift from a competitive to a cooperative social structure.

In the normal classroom students are working individually and cennpeting against

each other for grades, except where students dill) out of the competition because of

social pressures or reiwated failure. Brown and Campione (in press), Newman (1990)

and Scardainalia, el al. (1989) find a shift toward a more cexperative social structure in

their classnx)Ins, where a netwe)rk pn)vides a Onllint)r) database for students.

ticardamalia, et ',II, report hem' students comment on each other's notes, telling what

they find interesting and what they cannot understand. Dwyer, et al. (1990) repon

striking increases in cooperative behavior in AC0T classroenns as reported ['Inn the

teachers journals they collected, Gearhan, et al. (1990) found an increase in coopera-

tive behavieir in mathematics classrooms (from 1(ri, of the time without computers to

about with computers), but essentially no cooperative behavieir in language arts

classrooms in either case. Even Harel (1990), who had fourth graders working indepen-

dently to produce a Logo program to teach fractients to third graders, found students

sharing ideas and expertise on how to accomplish certain things in Logo. However,

tic lu)field and Verban (1988) fenind an increase in competitient in the geometry class-

room they stuclied, and it may well be that integrated learning systems generalfy

encourage studen..: to compete to get through the material faster. One study in Israel

(Ilativa, 1989) suggests that this depends (in how easy the pnigrain makes it few stu-

dents to climpare their progress.

7. A shift from students all learning the same things to learning

different things.
An underlying assumption of the educatiental system is that every student must

,

learn certain basic knowledge and skills. This assumption leads to fading students who

haven't mastered parts of the curriculum, and directing student's efforts to their weak-

nesses rather !Ilan their strengths (Drucker, 1989). The electronk. network and shared

database feister a different view of knowledge, where expertise is spread among difkr-

ent pankipants and brought together in a common space (Pea, in press). The Natiemal

Geographic Kids Network (Foster & Julyan, 1988) is an embekliment of this idea of

distributed knowledge, where students all ewer the country collect scientific data and

exchange ideas with each other and working scientists. Because of the trend toward

individualized educatio n. there is likely to be a secondary trend toward breaking the

lockstep of everyone learning the same thing in the same way at the same time. This

trend can be seen in the classrooms described by Dwyer, et al. (1990), where students

worked ern different pans of complex projects, such as a model of their city; in the

dassnnnn described by Carver (1990). where students studied different aspects of their

city to develop a museum exhibit; in the classrooms described by ticardamalia, et al.
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(1989). where students conducted research (in different social studies and science t( pics:

and in the school described by Newman (199)), where students collected different data
on the weather. So the lockstep approach in sclux )1s, witere everyone had to master all
of the same knowledge and skills, is likely to change with the advent of cc imputer
techmilogy,

8. A shift from the primacy of verbal thinking to the integration of visual and
verbal thinking.

As Postman (1982) has argued, the inventi( Hi of the Ix K)1: transfi irmed society' innn
increte, situated thinking to ahstract, thinking. The visual media (i.e., televi-

sic Hl. cinema and computers) have begtin to develop a new kind of visual thinking, and
a number of educakirs BnIrltil()rd. Sherw(xkl, Kinzer. & Ilasselbring, 1987:

1987) have begun to explc we how' to use visual media to enhance learning. The

computer and electninic network IN Aentia ly provkle instant access to the world's

accumulated knowledge, in both verbal and visual forms. This development may

slowly undermine the primacy of the hoc)k, the lecture and their acomtrements, such as
the mtiltiple-choice test and the recitation class.

These effects of techruilogy are subversive to sinne of society's most deeply held
beliek and assumptions aNitit education. In particular they make tentuitis the view that
the teachers job is to impart their expertise to students, and that the n de of assessment

is to determine whether the students have acquired the imparted expertise. So, inad-

vertently. technok)gy seems to he coming down on the side of the constructiyists, who
have been trying to change the prevailing societal view of education. unsuccessfully to
date.

Resistances to Technology

()hen (1988h) and Cuban (198() have argued persuasively that computer technol-C
ogy is likely to have little effect on the schools. They argue that to the degree technol-
ogy is flexible, it will be bent to fit existing practice. and to the degree it can n()t he bent
to lit existing practice. it will not be used. People interested in resiructuring scluR )15

need to understand the resistances to change. some of which are particular to technol-
ogy. and some of which are general, in (wder to identify the key leverage points Cm

changing a well-entrenched syste;a.

Any restructuring ()1 schools can only take place over an extended period of time.
The effects of the printing press were still king felt hundreds of years alter its inventic H1
in the development of public education. So I will take a long-term view of lu Av
restructuring scluiols might take place and where a sustained effort is wcwthwhile.

( )ver tlie long term. importaw. current issues, such as the (lists of c( Hnputer
technolcigy. its unreliability and teachers' unfamiliarity with its use, hecoine non-issues.
The costs continue to fall, and as computers become nu we integral to everything we do,
this trend can only accelerate. It is a fundamental trend in economics that in relative
terms the cost of gc Kids decreases and the cost of IalNw increases (I)rucker, 198()). so
that compared to teachers' salaries, computers will appear incredibly cheap in the next
century.
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education. Cuban (198h) makes an argument of this kind in terms of what he calls
-situationally constrained choice," which inunporates (I) school and classnmm struc-

tures, and (2) the culture of teaching, including the beliefs of teachers. These work
together in his view to restrict what teachers can do in adopting different innovations.

On this argument, if you try to intn)duce computers for students to do their work,
then it will be sustained only to the degree it fits this prevailing institutional structure.

Since computers undermine the lecture and recitation methods of teaching, and pro-

mote the student as self-learner, they do not lit this institutional struct ure, and will be

squeezed out by it. Integrated learning systems, such as WICAT, have dealt with this

problem by preparing curricular materials that lit easily into the current system. The
materials mimic the kinds of test items in prevailing practice and so they produce gains

on the tests that the current system embodies. They may have some early success in
penetrating schools because they have tried to fit into the current system. But my

argument is that it is the tool based uses of computers in society that will ultimately

sustain their penetration of schools. The interlocking system described can certainly
slow down the process, but it cannot prevent it, because the nature of education must
inevitably adapt to the nature of work in society.4

Finally, there is a major resistance to the infusion of technokNy into the schtmls

fnifn the underlying belief structure in the stx.iety alx)ut the nature of educatkm (0)hen.
I988a,1988b). This didactic view of educatkm holds that teachers must be experts in
their field and that their job is to transmit their knowledge and skills directly to students.

On this view learning involves memonzing essential facts and concepts, and performing
pnwedures until they are automatic. The practices we cited abtwe, such as the lecture
and recitatkm meth(xls of teaching, and testing for acquisititm of facts, ctnicepts and

procedures, are manifestations of this underlying societal belief about the nature of
education. The constructivist view, that education shoukl attempt to create environ-
ments where students can construct their own understandings and skills, is held only by
a small minority of educators, and has no chance of affecting practice until the underly-
ing societal belief changes. On this view, technology will only be used to reinforce
existing practices, such as drill and practice and multiple-choice testing.

I believe this argument is essentially correct and important for technologists to

understand. But even if technokNy is allowed into the sc!(x)Is under the guise of
reinfiwcing existing practice, once there it will take on a life of its own. It is important

to stress that many of the tool uses of computers (e.g., word processing, mathematical

computation, graphing of data) are quite compatible with current practice. Teachers
will not object to students typing their essays, or even in the Itnig run to their using
computers to solve mathematical problems. Once teachers let computers in the door,
then the kinds of effects described in the first section of the paper will occur and
teaching practices will change. And just as a change in practices with respect to racial
integratitm led eventually to a change in racial attitudes,' so a change in practices will

slowly lead to a change in the educatk mai beliefs of the s(wiety.

Ilowever, the arguments I have made so far only suggest that a change to a more
constructivist education is likely to occur over the long run. A more salient question is
whether there is anything that can be ante to speed up the change. The next section
proposes a structural change in school systems that would speed adoption of any
change that impnwes educatitmal practice. whether involving computers or not. The

Alkul ciAns: l?()Ie (!lcinnpuier
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final sedion ikklresses the is,.ues lutw technokigy can most effectively he deployed to
foster educational ref( win.

Principles for the Design of a Self-Improving School System

Amajor pn Allem is that the present structure of schooling militates against

change. Students itre assigned )() schools and itre required to go to them. If they are
had scluxtls they will continue to exist: there is nu way for them to fail. The only thing
a sell( x )1 system can do to fix a had school is to send in a new principal, and usually

she is prevented from making many changes clue to constraints of the situation,

Another pniblem is that it is difficult to start new schools successfully. AK.
problem isn't that parents (ir leachers are prevented from starting scht/015, hut that the
incentive is lin. parents to keep their children in free public sch(iols rather than paying

ir then) in private sch(it)ls, So the only sch(x)Is that are started (other than those
funded by ft mndations) are schools fig wealthy parents. This is not Where (kir major
educational prohlems lie: they particularly among po(ir and minority poi)ulati(His.

What we need to encourage innovati( in is a system that fi)sters creati( in ()I' new

schools and allows failing schools to die, particulady in our large urban areas where the
problems of American scluxtling are concentrated. Such it system would stimulate
existing selsiols to do evvlything possible to insure their survival. We need incentives
and constraints that operate t( I make sure that the nu)st difficult students and pnibleins
are dealt with, and that natural selection operates on the basis of the quality of the
sell( ioling and not on some extrimeocis basis, such as the race ()I' the schot )1 principal,

the quality (if the athletic program or the endowment of the sch(H )I with facilities ur
techiu tiogies. A new system especially needs to av()id the current pniblem of creating
schools that serve as dumping grounds for the educationally disadvantaged.

In order to facilitate innovati( ins in schools, I woukl like to pn)p(Ise the following
design Ivinciples. They are an attempt to synthesize the essential elements of various
proposals that have heen made liw a redesigned sclu s II system (( ;htibl) Moe, 199(1;

Reigeluth. 1987; Tucker, 1989).

1. A mechanism whereby a group of parents and teachers in a school district
can start a school.

The idea is that if parents and teachers in a 'why H )I district want to start a school
and they have a minimum of, say, 2i to SO students, they should receive funds Ifinn the
district at least equal t( I the current 0)st per pupil in the district. INN also slu tukl
receive space ill a current huikling proporti(Inal to tIte number of students, Inn» (Ilk'
LtaSsn H )111 tO an entire building.' Since there will also he ousts associated with starting a
school ( us Iney for lux tks, techn( Ilogy, etc.), these slit kild he provided hy a Special fund
on a i)er pupil basis. This fund should also provkle resources for expansion of sclutols
to take on more pupils. In addition. the scIsiol district sly luld pn wide stall tor encour-
aging successful silt( x tls, either within or outside the district, to set up hmnclies in the
district

Athm /?v/c (,/(.vmpriter lecbm,/Qcti.
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2. A mechanism whereby schools arc closed.

If an existing sch(x)I loses enrollment below a certain minimum (say 20 pupils).

then it should Ile closedmd its students forced to citoose another sch(x)1 within the

system (sec below).

3. A national agency should provide information on each school to parents
and children.
To make effective choices, parents and chiklren need t() be pnwided information

relevant to the educational p()Iicy and success of the schools. such as the kind of

inlormation available in national guides t() colleges (Reigeluth, 1987). This kind of

information is best collected by a national agency to avoid dishonesty by local officials.

The kinds of informatkm the agency might provide include information about dropout
rates, test scores of students in the school, college entrance and graduation rates of
graduates fr()m the school, rand(m) samples of ()pinions of former students and their

parents, descriptions of the sch(x)I's operation and facilities by neutral observers.

occupation profiles of f()rmer students, etc. Ideally the test sc()res p( )vided w()tild be

based on a 'systemically valid testing system (see Frederiksen & Collins, 1989). Ink)r-

sh()uld be provided to all parents and children who will be making a

school-choice decision in the near future with respect to all the schools they might
consider. Where a sch(x)I is new, only a statement of intent is possible, unless it is a

branch of an existing school or coalitkm of sch() )15.

4. Students above some age level should be provided alternatives to
further schooling.
If students wish to drop out of sch(x)I ab(we s(xne age level, for example, 12 years

of age (Sizer. 1981), then they shoukl be allowed certain options. One option might be

to leave school, if they can find full-time employment with a legitimate business enter-
prise. Another option might be full-time panicipation in a licensed program. such as a

music camp or boy scouts. Most important, there should be a national alternative
service program, such as VISTA, that will accept any student over the legal age. But

students who take one of these options befi)re age 18 should he encouraged once a

year to enroll in a school of their choice to continue their education. As Drucker (1%8)
,agues, we should be encouraging continuing education, where people receive educa-
tion throughout their lives, rather than extended educatkm, where they are kept out of
the workforce through a k)nger and limger adolescence.

5. Schools should be allowed to select the students they prefer, but there
should be incentives to choose hard-to-place students.

If the proposed system is successful, different schmls will specialize in the kind of
education they offer. This means that their educational policies will probably be more

successful for certain kinds of students than for others. If the system restricts schools'

ability t() select their students, it will restrict their ability t() specialize. This would

undercut a mak w goal of the plan. That raises the problem that schools may all want t()

accept certain kinds of students and reject others. To offset this tendency. greater
financial resources should follow the hard-to-place students. In kict. the resources need

t() be enough greater t() offset the systematic prekrences of schools, which suggests
some kind of market mechanism. Both Reigeluth (1987) and Tucker (1989) have

suggested such a mechanism.
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These principles are lIcsigned to produce a system where there will be both
individual schools ard coalitions of schools with specialized wials. There might be
teclmology based sili,h)ls, ad schools, Nhintess(wi sclu)ols, essential scluiols (Sizer,
1)8-0, college preparatory schools, special schools for handicapped children, vocational
schools, schools for girls, schools of design and engineering, schools for gilled in
particular liekls, back-to-basics schools, schools for particukir minorities, bilingual
schools and even comprehensive schools that avoid specializatk Hl.

This g()CS against a philosophy of having every kind of student in every school in
order to fiister overall integration of society. I woukl argue that specialized schools
should be restricted l'rom discrimination in the same ways that colleges and businesses

are restricted." But to the degree schools want to cater to students with particular
interests or abilities. they may develop techniques that are particulady effective. The
economic argument for the benefits of specialization applies equally well to schools as
to business and labcw. The moral argument against specializatkin kises fiirce, given the
inevitable disparity between tirlmn and suburban scluiol systems and the widespread
tracking in the comprehensive schools.

one might argue that most parents and students w.11 p.ck schools on the basis of
proximity, or athletic ability, or better facilities, even if you provide them with informa-
tkin to make choices on the basis of educatkmal quality. It is certainly true that [mist
people will make their choices padly on such bases. But most people make choices by
considering multiple factors. so that educational values are likely to be a factor to some
degree in their decisions. The effect of proximity can be diminished by having multiple
schools in each building, so that cluiices are made among equidistant scluiols. The
effect of athletics ccitild be diminished if we eliminated intersclukil athletic competition
(as opp( ised to intraschool competition) in lavor of Little Leagues or professional spoils
pR igrams. The effects of facilities will be diminished if we eclualize the distributkm of
resources on a i)er pupil basis as pniposed in the first principle. To the degree sclukil

effectiveness is weighed at all in people's choices, it will bring a gradual improvement
in the quality of schools. The more it is weighed, the faster the improvement.

Such a plan does not assume that parents kmiw what is hest !lir their children.
There will undoubtedly be scluiols that emphasize drill and practice rather than thinking
and that teach creation science rather than evolutk in, and these will appeal to many
parents. But such pniblems are pervasive in the current system; ove 80,i, of elementary
school teachers think the phases of the moon are caused by shadows from the earth,
and that the seascins are caused by changes in distance of the earth fnim the sun. The
proposal Lkies n( it solve these problems, but it w(mId make it easier for people like
Marva Collins (the Black woman in Chicago who started an academically-oriented
elementary school) to start scluiols. I would argue that most parents 111aild want their
children .o go to such scluicils if they were available.

Amgher argument against the plan is that rich parents will subsidize the sclunils
they send their children to by various means and this will undermine the mechanisms
for establishing educational equity and fm placing less desirable students. If parents
want to subsklize the scluiols, that is in fact all to the g(kid: It will give schools tth)re
resources to improve educatkin. Whatever parents contribute is mit likely to unbalance
the funding of education inure than the current system of suburbs with high 1.)er pupil
expenditures and cities with low per pupil expenditures. However, if equality in
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educaiional opportunity is in so niety's interests, as I believe it is. then there is a rationale

[or (insetting parent subsidies \vith higher per pupil (..xp(nclitures low schools that do) not

receive .sncl subsidies. In principle. a market mechanism kir placing less desiralik.

students vould automatically act to offset such subsidies, since the pro ispcct ( subsii lies

\vo mild L'Ill IJIIt'i the ( )1' students Inim vealtli Families. So a market mechanism

niight he the least controversial \vay to) ()Ilse! pawn! subsidies.

( oil Ilie arguments that might be il ick. against such J prop( isal is that it \till

produce a system like the college system ill America. and co illeges ;ire non noted kir

ilic.ir willingness t( ) innovate. In lact. the most tradition-bound colleges, such as

I laivarcl. are the nu ist prestigio MS nd thereli ire their praciices serve as models [or other

This pattern inhibits the inti:olludion i new practices. and serves t( ) maintain

the ilidadic approach to education that pervailcs the millitional colleges.

In organizationi-the( WY Willis I Sco sh, 1987 ). the problem or educational impn ive-

molt derives in part liecause it is difficult [or consumers to tell a better product From all

inlerk ir product. unlike with restaurants and medical twatments. So in choosing

colleges people rely mainly on prestige. and since Fesligionis colleges obtain the best

stiuk.nts and most launnis professors. they appear to) lie better oin papo..r km their

education/1 pradices varratit. This effect toms to) undermine the drive kir

sel[-impron..ement ol any such plan ill education.

I Imvec.r, I think it can be argued that in 1.mi colleges have been much more

innowative than the 1-mblic schools in America and lorm the strongest part or (Mr

Ctillcalk)11111 sVsIchl. ( IthltiV h1)111 the p()I111 VILT% technokigy and

Flexibility ilil curriculum. colleges have been much more innovative. For example,

there is moire prl.ssure on students in colleges to) do their wo ( in computers, and it

seems likely that within ten years every college student in America xvill have their own

personal computer. Arid \Olen new disciplines emerge. such as psycholoigy or com-

puter science. they are much moire readily adapted into the college curriculum than the

public sell( iol curriculum. The continual birth ancl death oil' colleges encourages all

colleges to seek their own illakct niches and to create programs that parents and

children will lind valuable. It is particularly among the less prestigionis colleges. \Oki)

serve the non-elites, that experimentation) ind improvement thi.o nigh natural sele(tion)

occurs. In public schooling it is ilil the non-chic's that our major problems lie, so that

innovation is likely to) oic,..ur where it is most neeclecl under the proposed pla11 .

if a diveisitv od schools arises, and people Arc' given die ink wiliation necessary toi

make inlormec.1 decisions, then the thesis ol this paper is that the system will evolve

toward better schools. The mom. effective schools w.111 thrive and multiply, the less

ellective schools will clic out kxisting schools and their personnel iil (lo) everything

they can to enhance their chances kir survival. There might evolve preponderance of

ccrlain hpcs )1' scho)ols (c,g., ussehli:11 SChoNS), h111 th;11 Only happch il tht.''

Fulfilled the educational goals or a majority or parents and children. I I( wvever. it is

important to Ivcughile that shill a plan will not solve many or our schools' problems: it

\\ill (ink. mak it easier [or change to) occur in a very resislant system.

'Ili(' Ruh,



The Uses of Technology to Foster Educational Reform

The arguments in this paix.1 have severil implications as to what COW'S(' of a(tion.

sclu S )1 Wit mers and technologists slit wild take to ft)ster change in sdus As to make

them co impatible with the way society is changing. In the next century, an l.ducated
person will need to be able to learn and think in a computatiornal enviumment. Most

schools do not teach students these abilities now, and SO a major change ought to) be

made in the way schools function.

()ne implication is that the first step is to) put computers with powerful too il

applications into the scluxils in as large numbt.4rs as poissible. Many people might object

to tins step, particularly in light of the Apple (Aassu h)m of l'omuwmw (A(:( )r) efforts,

which have had at best marginal success to) date (Baker, I lennan, & (;earhart. I989 I,

'Hwy would argue that it is better to) spend resources developing go x id educational

softwair, tt..acht..r training or computer woRlinators, in ord('r to) make sure the technol-

ogy that go K.'S into) the schools is used effectively. The tumble with that argument is that

it presupposes that goo)(1 educational software or teadier training or computer coordina-

toms will lead to) more elk4ctive use. In a few cases that is true. but on a wide scale it is
likely to) Fail. I would argue that if you have computers that are easy to) undostand and

that are IN /Weald for doing school work, then people will eventually figure Out how to
use them. I !sing computers effectively in schools is difficult because of all tlw resis-

tances described above, and so) most things yoru spend resources on to) nnprove usage

will nort work. We should not expect Awls such as A( OT to) succeed immediately.

But society at large is making the transition to computers, and the nussive educational

Olio to) make the transition is reaching both students and teachers: Simon ( 1)87) refers

to) this as -education by immersion." So) my argument is to) put powerlUI, easy-to r-use

wmputers into) place, so) that so iciety's mooling of itself will havt.4 something to) work

with in the schools.

Lo m(' also) add that the most powerful educational lltieti or (.1 )n)puters in the

future may nort be their tool uses. Rather, the uses of computers kw simulation, reflec-
tion and vi(leo) may be even more powerful educationally. But it is the tool uses that

are becoming necessary to) do work, and their usefulness to) students and teachers will

become readily apparent to) everyone. The other uses of computers will (l)me into) play

once computers have lomnd their way into) extensive use by schools:

Computers as simulated environments: ( 'A )mputers allow students to) carry (rut
tasks they cannt A no wmally carry out in schoS)I, from running a business or city

to) m rubleshooting a faulty circuit. The possibility of doing tasks that are difficult

or impossible to) do in school is one of the major values of computers for

educational purposes (Collins, 1990; Papert, I 980 1,

Computers as reflective environments: An( ither powerful Lisc of computeN is

for students to) compare their own performance to other people's performances

on the same task I Bransford, Franks, Vve & Sherwoo id, I 9891, For example, in

teacher educatiowi there might be a video segment of expert and novic(' teachers
teaching some subject matter to) students. w. il t.i criti ques on each lessom by

experts from different viewpoints and explanations lw the teachers of what they

w('re trying to) accomplish. Then a student teacher co wild co nnpare a video) of

l Allan Cidlins: ibe kale ,y'cimipuler iikimob),Lo
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their own teaching to those videos of other teachers (Collins & Brown. 1988;

Lampert & Ball, 1990).

Computers as video environnlents: There are vast video libraries of information

that have accumulated over the last 100 years, and the output will multiply with

the commercialimtion of the video camera. Video is a concrete medium, and

people remember visual information more easily that verhal information (Bower,

1972). Having access to visual materials and explanations may well extend

people's ability to learn, particularly those who have difficulty learning from

hooks and lectures (Bransford, et al., 1987; Wilson, 1987).

In summary, because the nature of work is changing to incorporate computers in

many aspects. the nature of school work will mike a parallel change. This means that

computers will come to be seen as necessary tc)ols for students and teachers in their

school work. But there are other powerful potential uses of computers for educational

purposes. These uses will develop more slowly, but are likely to occur as computers

become commonplace in schools and homes. All these uses of computers tend to be

subversive to the prevailing didactic view of education in society. Using computers

entails active learning, and this change in practice will eventually foster a change in

society's beliefs to a more constructivist view of education.
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Endnotes

' In this category I include intelligent tutoring systems such as the Geometry Tutor

developed by Anderson. Boyle. and Reiser (1985), whose use by students was studied

by Schofiekl and Verban (in press).

'Indeed. it is hard to believe that we will ciwitinue to put children through the agimy of

learning handwriting, other than printing, when word processing is so much easier.

This is not to imply that work is the only, iif even the major. purpose of educatkm:

other purposes. such as citizenship or culture. are also important. But the undeniable

impintance of education for work means that there should not Iv a ci)mplete mismatch

between them.

' For example. in 1959 southern Whites objected to sending their children "to a schoc)I

where a kw chiklren are colored" by an overwhelming 72% to 25% margin. but by 1969

that ratio had reversed itself to 21% to 78% (Wallenberg, 1974). This reversal followed

the Brown vs. Board of Education decision by the United States Supreme Court in 1954,

All question.s about racial attitudes among White Americans show .similar shifts in the

period following the legal changes that occurred in the decade from 1954-1965.

In the Netherlands a new law pemlits 5() families to start a scho(4. Experiments where

multiple schools inhabit the same building are quite successful in New York City and

Cambrklge, Massachusetts.

" In fact any such system would spawn a variety of regulations. such as those colleges

are required to meet to be licensed by the state.
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Imaging Technology's Role in Restructuring
for Learning

Christopher). Dede

magine that you had the power to compkqely redesign eVlary learning emir( salient.I
every instructional situation. l'Vcry cducationial organization. I'llis would I te a

exciting pr( )specl. I wcausc our present schooling system is weighted down hy the dead

hand ()I' pa.si political compromises, mistaken theories, obsolete apploaches iilLI dys-

fundk)nal rituals. Given today's information technologies. contemporary kilo nyledge in

cognitive science and modern theories of organizational design. wilat would you (mate?

'Fhe first portion of this paper depicts my current visions on how technoulogy

could empower an evolutionary educational infrastructure lor learning. Imaging

strategic goals is central to reconceptualiting the purpose. content and process of

schooling: if restruduring is merely a R'',Rii(nl against educationlal ideas that don't work,
then the nu ivenient is Li( x wiled h i klilure, The core of developing a new. paradigm for

instrudion must he based on insights Lli.awn from the leading edge of practice in

cognitive science. management theory and pedago)gy.

NI visions are shaped by my belief that the use ol advallced information

technolo)gy is essential to the success of school resmicturing. Indivklualized learning

nd decentralized institutional structures require implovisational scheduling. flexible

roles, acmunlability and incentives based on perk alliance and the distributed coordina-

tion of interacting organizational piocessys. .,\II types of organizations ire finding that
sophisticated computational and communk.ations capabilities are necessary kn orches-

trating such complex operational practices. In addition. interacting with information

technologies in school helps to prepare stuLlents l'or using the intelligent to uols and

interadive media that will pervade future wowkplaces and communities.

c hlce visions of desirable educational futures have been lklineated. ht iw. can we

get there frosil here? The c.halklige is to define a series of stepping st(stes that all( iw

educators. learners and oalwr stakeholders ill an intelligent so siety to pro )gress k Ava rd a

technology-intensive paradigm for schooling. The second part of this paper (salines my
sense (II the actions needed nom. to start such an evolutionary change.

Chris I We.. lonowig livimulogr's Role



Overall, the flow of ideas through these sections models a pnwess for

reconceptualizing education:

defining basic assumptions about learning, instructional technology and

organizatkmal development

imaging visions of ideal teaching:learning environments based on design prindples
hum these as. mullions

delineating actions in the present to initfate an evolutionary proCesS that

shapes these desired futures

The g()al of this paper is to stimulate others to engage in a similar creative process
lOr designing a teclmology-intensive culture that empowers learning. Through experi-
menting with a variety of different models, we can clarify our shared assumptions and
gc)als and can build a critical mass for large-scale restructuring of schools.

My ideas come from involvement with artificial intelligence (applying advanced

te( hnologies to increasing human potential) and futures research (helping individuals
and institutions cope with complexity and uncertainty). Like Ishmael in Moby nick, I

have wandered far. through many research labs and educatkmal organizations. trying to
synthesize %%fiat I've seen. What f011ows is meant more as a sketch than a blueprint:

from this and others visions, we could construct new types of organizatk ms that

markedly impn we current educational effectiveness through technology.

Redesigning Schooling

ny image of the future is based on a complex web of postulates about the present.A
An inspirational scenario is often valuable less as a recipe for transformation than as a
creative violation of our default assumptions about lum. things must be. The first step
in evolutionary change involves building shared foundational beliefs from which we can

construct desirable futures.

Delineating assumptions is important fOr any advocate of a new educational

paradigm. Comparing the merits of alternate approaches to transforming sclumling, or
synthesizing their strong points, is very difficult unless each camp has clearly articulated

design principles that underlie its visions. If the restructuring movement is to avoid

degenerating into ideological factions that talk past rather than to each other, omtrasting
each side's beliefs about learning, technology and organization is crucial.

On what design principles do I believe restructuring should be based? In the
past decade, researchers have developed new models for individualizing learning,
prototypes for applying artificial intelligence techniques to instructkm and innovative

strategies for creating effective educational settings. Appendix A (Beliefs about Learn-
ing, Infoimation Technology and Organizational Design) lists three sets of assumptions

on which my viskm and plan for action are predicated. Together, they form a partial set
ol principles to guide educational redesign and serve as the basis for the following
images of optimal teachingdearning environments.
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Visions of Redesigned Schooling

Rehm. are vignettes illustrating luiw a technology-intensive paradigm clnikl aid in

restructuring educational environments to enhance learning. These scenarios are set in

the early twenty-first century. when the advanced technologies described in Apivntlix

(The Evoluti( in of Instructional Technology) are widely available. Brief commentaries

I whir(' and after each image highlight themes in that vignette al)( )1I1 shifts in the missi( Hi

of schooling and its curriculum, organization. pedagogy. clientele. hication. interconnec-

ti(ms t() other educational agents and evaluati( in methods.

The purpose of these stvnarios is to) illustrate. from a technology-based perspec-

tive. what functiotialities we coukl attain in a couple of decades and how these capabili-

ties coukl empower a new infrastructure for educati( in. Till's(' visions neither show a

perfect appniach sclumling nor present a complde picture of a future educational

system; rather, they indicate some of my current thinking on where redesign kw educa-

tional evolutio in co iukl leatl us. Collective sharing (it' our images can lead to the synthe-

sis of an overarching, dynamic vision that could serve as a goal for present restructuring

elf( )rts.

The Hangover

As illustrated by the a.ssumptio ins alu nit learning delineated in Appendix A. many

itleas lo ir imp% wing education center on:

enhancing individualization.

students' active constructi( Hi ( knOwledge.

collaIN)rative learning.

delivery of instruction) outside of sclux )1 settings.

situated learning.

sophisticated evaluation strategic's.

peclagoigical partnerships between teachers and intelligent to )(

the use of visual representati(ms hit. knowledge.

distance learning.

The following scenario) is crafted to suggest the capabilities of advanced technol-

ogy for enabling these strategies for enhancing teachinglearning. This future visi( Hi

depicts a lew minutes of two stuck:nts interacting thro nigh interconnected workstations.

Kaien sat down and panelled her personalized megacard into her educational Workstation.
conligurcd as an dectionics diagnosis ivnair training dcvic,.. When signin was

c0 )mplete. the worlistanun acknowhAlged her readiness to Lesson Twelve: Teamed
Correction HI Mallunctioning Communications Sensor. She used the telecomm(Inications

(link:reining mmle to link to Phil. her !moiler in the exercise, wit() was sitting at a similar
device in his kiln(' thirty miles away.

\\IR. did I have the bad luck lo get paired with this clown?" she ill( night, noting a hung-
Over expression on his lace. "I le piobably spent last night partying instead of preparing
ha the less, in." A Iavorne sAving ol the problem solving expert to whom she Was appren-

ticed Flitted dm nigh her mind. "The ellectiveness comptitersuppiwted cooperative work
can he sevenly knitted by the team's weakest member."
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"Iet's KAR'll sAid (IC('IsiL'Iy. "I'll put on the I fataArin to find and remove the faulty

component. You use !he I IkI hypermetlia kno%vietlge base) to I( watt Ow appropriate

repair procedure.- With( out gi%ing him tink to) reply. she brought up an :11( (artificial

r(alitl wind( )%% (le)icting Lie alterior ol a TratisStar communications; grountistation
recei% er antl began strapping on the I fataArni. The nionito or's meshing ol computer

graphics antl itico 0 iniage.s presenteti a near-perfect simulatioll . alth( ough tom) rapi(I

movements Ill the screen (1)111(1 cause ob)ects to blur slightly. Sl()%viv. sik. 'graspetf a

illicro%% tench %%All her '11:111(i ion the sereell and began to loosen the fir.st fastener on the

aniplifk.r.s co% c. Tactile lectlback Irom the I fataArill In hand

AI1(I slit viuntI AS she realite(I the bolt was rusty and would n(iiiire Care to) remove

010 kit breaking.

NIcanwhile. Phil called tip the I Ikli for klectronies Repair: on the screen. .1 muffle( olore(1.

threcAliniensional web ol appearet1 and 1)egan sionvly rotating. I le

gni:meth iust luuking at ilk.' netork made his eyes hurt. Since ilk screen resolution was

excellent. he suspecte(I that Iasi night's lourth margarita %%as the culprit.

Phil saki slowly anti distinctl% . -Lesson "fwelve.- and A trail was Ilighliglik.d in the network.

I le I oegail aeleporting. aillootig the no )(les. watellim.; a small wintl()%v ill the

upper lettlianti corner ol the screen %%inch %vas beginning to fill %vith (lata In 011 the

(hawk Ostio: sensors (on Karen s I )III \rlll I h'IAV Iiint for tilt workstationi's response was

negligible. even di( ough megabytes of kno%victlge %%en being scannetl. thanks to the

optical (list- secondary storage connected to his instructio mai (levice.

Traversing the ilet%vork ;II tlit. spectl %% ith which Karen was working was (Iiitieult. given

his lialigo%er. and Phil made several missteps. "knowletlge liase.- Phil said slo%vIv. "infer
hat the optical nienion. chip (loes to the thwe-tliniensional quantum %veil superlattice.-

The ( his IVSpOntkqi,..).( ILl SCCIll to) be assuming a sensor

113%% %%11(.11 the amplifier may be the problem." "Shut upl- Phil thought savagely. hitting the

tait-olf s%viteli. I le groanctl %%hen he vistiali/(11 the cognitive autlit trail of his aetkons

!ceding intu the onlistati(ms ul his teacher anti the curpuratiun'.s cummunicatiuns repair

expeo: he cuult1 nut terminate thus(' incriminating recortls.

\lentally. lie began phrasing Ill excuse to send his instructors via c-illail at the entl of the
lesson. I le knew that they woukl %er% angry, for their salarie.s wt.re tleterminet1 in imrt

lw his pertormance. NIcanwhile. 1:;0191 was exasperatetlly wak:Iling the wiii(k)w her

screen ill %%Nell (liagnostic responses shoult1 have been appearing. "I le's hopeless.'

slit. tip kiglit. !ler consciousness sensor interrupte(I %%Rh a warniog: 'No kir hiumi pressure

is rising rapitlly: this coult1 trigger a migraine heatlache.- kawn sakl
-couldn't I have livet1 in the age when students learilet1 It lull textbooks...-

The scenariu rucuses un (me aspect ul stip molings miss0 prepa rat k lo 11' t he

future wo irkplaec. In this particular instance, the students are learning a tVpit'ai di:44M)-

tik-III1d-ELV:lit strategy fur an early twenty-lirst centtu.v (%)mmunicati(ms system.

technical curriculum in sclun /IS is implicitly depicted as centered un reakv()rld pruhkIll

sulving thumgli inkulisciplinary appn niches. These students are cluse tu ouripkiing

the curriculum at least. Karen is and are practicing skills l'ur which they have

airl'adV feCl'iVed extensive preparati(Hl.

iv implicatiun, the NV( 1rk1)illa' mr WhiCh tidlUU1S aft' preparing stikk.nts has

changed dramatica Ily. Instead of databases. tisers access nunlitlear knuwWge bases
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like the I I KU that ciintain sinne embedded intelligence. Tasks are typically assigned

to gioups rather than to individuals: in a global workplace. die members of team may

be separaml distanw. as Karen and Phil ae practicing. In this future, people

;Iccomplish sonic tasks using teleoperated lobo its and virtual enviro nments. such as this

artificial reality with gesture technology and tactik. sensing devkvs.

This co ioperative microworld with an embevkled coach is capable of individual-

izing to multiple learning stvIcy. involving students in active oinstruction of kiu iwledge

and situating learning in contexts similar to those in which the skills will eventually be

used. The reward system kir each student and instructbr in this situation is based Ml

sophisticated measures of perl'onnance made pissible hv the technical advances

described in Appendix U. For example. the device keeps a cognitive audit trail an

automatic reoird of user actions that can be replayed to Facilitate learning from

ern irs.

The Icarner ages arc indeterminate. beyond the Fact that Hwy have formal

reasoning capabilities: perhaps one is an adult retraining for a new career. The multiple

instructors these students have a teacher. a corporate practitioner and an intelligent

coaching device illustrate the diversity of resources available to facilitate learning, the

team appn %tell used in pedagogical situations and the involvement of stakeholders

external to sdloohng.

The Network

l'his scenario depicts a teacher's interactii in with a knowledge base that aids in

fulfilling her responsibilities beyond classroom instructio al. Based on the design prin-

ciples in Appendix A. the vignette images several aspects of how restructuring could

alter the teacher's role. the curriculum and school organizanun:

pei pie work in cognitive partnerships with intelligent tools

Power and responsibility for decisions are decentralized

teachers working coinditions and respect from the community are improved by

their use of advanced information technologies

the curriculum is taught in an interdisciplinary manner by teams of instructors

the sitc and sdiedllie or instruction are flexible

Since teaching is as sophisticated and demanding a prblession as medicine iw

this image also illustrates how the future school workplace coukl incorporate multiple

amenities and creative challenges to attract skilled human resources.

As pall (4 a Irgiulial phn II) htlild "'dun II, lilt' I kvartineill bead kir Civilization
has been asked to select a syslcill II II- communications nemorks in Ill(' binkling. She

Iaking the lead in making this ilecision because. of ;ill the curricular ;liras. the C:ivili/a-
non gioup uses the illosI graphics. simillalion, allil cooperative learning Ihus i)osing
gieatest neetl for itchvorking in intelligent km myledge base is being tisetl as

soinve intornialion and expenise ill resolving this issue.

'Ibis lob perlormancc aitl serves as a clearinghouse on eilucational technokIgies. pivscnt-
ing lo users proje(letl anil historical data on technological capal)ilities. Inisiness trends aml

tleyekvincills Mat (1)111(1 affect Mc evolution of instruoional (lc% ices. The
inlormalion supplictl IS tontlitutnisly up(lalc(l evaluated by :1 supillqiCalcd In-
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mental scanning process. In addition, users of this Information utility can interact with
each other and with experts, creating a glolval electunlic forum fin. the exchange ideas.

This intelligent knowledge base Loninitinicates with its LISCrs via the moniuir (color
images, computer graphics, text) and speech synthesis: hard copies of output are pro-

duced as ik.eded. l'sers can query the knowledge base duough the touch-screen, mouse

and keylxiard. using a restricted form of natural language. (For the sake of clarity in this
scenario, all user and system actions are presented in non-rtstricted natural language.)

When interacting with other people thniugh a network, IN All Hnputer conlerencing and

direct voice communication are possible.

A session is midway in pnigress: the nuiniuir sluiws blueprints or the interior of the
.scluiol, with graphic overlay indicating equipment that could be installed and giving
descriptions of each component. The Department !lead is sitting in her office, with
another hour to work on this task belOre her stuik.nts (eighty children, ages twelve to
f(mrteen) and the other teadiers and aides (in her instructional team return frolli their trip
to the kical harrio.

DI I: Gin this type or network carry enough data kir the needs I just outlined?

K imvkes a knouledge based f'steiti that specializes in this area)

The kindwkIth will allow bursts 4(1:Ha sufficient for normal classroom use, but

intensive monitoring of individual students will result in slow perk mnance.

1)11: !low likely is it that. in live years, we coukl upgrade the power or this network?

K (calls up internal wood )

Last year's Delphi panel indicated a Nrii puibability or significantly enhanced p()wer
fcir this type of network over the next live years.

1)11: I km. expensive would the upgrades be that might create such an advance?

KB: (displays enst es/Mulles in a spreadsheet fiirmat linked the projected upending

Inulm't filer the n(xt fn.(' years)

1)11: I k iw similar would this system be to the types ol networking workers may use two
decades From now?

K (SCans h id/ ishyibn'a Ws)

In twenty years, the .(iinniunications interkice and pnitocols on workplace systems
c(itild be quite different. The networking approach you are ni )w. c( insidering is
close to maturation and will likely be olisolete in a decade.

I That would not piod preparation [or our students. What are alternative tech-
nologies hir networking systems?

( dilda ql data transmissinn Ived.cjiwrwriuris teebinthigie.)

1)11: show me these ligures in a table.

K dipla Veed data in talnilarfinin; knincledge base mites useilinfewnce as a
dq(ndt JOrm(It tequests)

1)11: NX'ho are the network coordinators in the three closest middle ...chi iols that have

recently implemented a fiber optic network?

KB: (smirk's index: three listings appear nn s(reen )

1 lere ae the names you requested. Ym have no previous record uf contact with

1)rs. Jones and Smith. You did interact with Mr. Blown three months ago; the topic
of the discussk in was erasable (iptical discs. None of these users are on line at the
ns inient. Would you like to send messages to them?

1)11: Yes.
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KB: (this user:c suuulard Jimnal fin. initiating contat appears on the screen for editing;
the knowledge base automatically souls the electronic mail uben the user has finished
wording the ',Images)

1)11: Which businesses in a thiny mile radius have recent' implenwnted a fiber Optic
network?

KB: I seawhec bulex]il'e names appear on the sown I

[krt. are the names you requested. One of these, the Techmth)gy Co(irdinakr in
the Mayor's office, is also using this information utility at present. Woukl you like to
videoconterence with him?

DI I: Yes,

I A rideo Window appearS On the Department Head's monitor With a real-Mite image
(f the .11a.ror's thordinator. On his screen, both an image (ON, Del,artment Head
aml a window with the blueprint she is suulying appear. Me tu'o discuss the merits qf
an's tylx, of networking, uSing a telepiinter to indicate where each is pointing in the
In:VW/5 /"Irbat lint See Is What I.Seel window. The onnlinator adeises the
Department Haul that the Chair of the School Hoard is an advocate (fa difierent
ji,nn QI'netuywking technok,gy; the Deparhnent I lead ,xplies that she has the final
decisUm making authority in this situation. After fire Minntes. the tiro agtr(' to nwet
Jör lunch next week and terminate the videoconference)

thw much more would fiber optic cable cost than twisted-pair?

KB: (cone/nc/es front incoming pheSiological data and historical patterns of user:c
concentration span that her attention is wandering)

Woukl you like to take a break first?

1)11: Yes. While I get sonic espresso, build a crom-impact matrix template kir me. 1

want to assess the likely consequences that shifting the networking strategy %vill

have tOr home-scluiol interconnections, the use of intelligent diagnostic devices, and

the simulcast of Japanese athletic event., during the biweekly kmr to five p.m. class
sesskm.

The vignette demonstrates how the advanceol technologies discussed in Appendix

B might Iv used in practice. As the scenario) suggests, working with an intelligent tool

requires less low-level data manipulation than using a conventional information system,

but necessitates m( ire higlwr-i)rder co)gnition. The connplex intellectual perfoirmance the

teacher exhibits in this future vision illustrates the skills today's students will routinely

need in the workplace they will inherit. Note the emphasis on long range thinking, the
assessment of how an innovation may impact other pans of the organizational system

and the locus on problem solving through interdisciplinary analysis.

The flexible roles that teachers play in the institution's decentralized administra-

tion arc sin own by the responsibilities and power the Depanment ffead has.

Differentiated staffing, flexible scheduling and the routine use of educational sites

outside of' the scluml make such distributed authority possible. Advanced computer-

supponed (Imperative work technologies enable the complex oiordinatiom required

and alkm the involvement of' external stakeholders (e.g., the Mayor's Technol)gy
Coordinator).

Both technology and organizational redesign have improved current working
conditions: the Department I lead has a private office, a sophisticated workstation and

an espresso machine. Such changes are essential to attracting the skilled human

resources this complex professional role necessitates.
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The Seminar
Many of the tlesign principles in Appendix A can be implemented without the use

(if information technology. This scenario indicates !L. limits (if instructional devices,

suggests mime micial inventions central to restnicluring, and depicts the c(intinuing

central role of human interaction even in a technology-intensive edu(ational paradigm.

1)r. Ilan (in)svenor sat (in the 11()(lr \Yid) his stu(k.nts in a (init.. Three O-yt.ar-ukls were

tring ti) tall( sinitillant.utisly. Fach was sumewhat 11111)ed(.(1 in !ht. (liscussi( 1n liv having I()

(1st. Spanish ((his Imo I )1 (hi. (la% was (h.voleil to practice in a second language) but 11)(4

(.ntlitisiasin (vas tinhin(lere(1. 'In 1 lari's reliel, only his handicappetl stutlent's instructional

device (vas ctinI.ntly in (ht. ilium: he hated inlonnation 1(.(1111( dugs..

1 lari iltat intelligent tuols 1E1(1 their tis(.s, but nut in his classt.s. 'llw kitintlatiuns 1.ur his

discussiun had been lai(1 by (t.clinulugit.s that trained (11(.1)) iii thc

;(;11.1.1(.1

(11;111(1114(:a I lari re\ tiled in di(' Irectluin lit. had: i() tt.acli anything any \vay

he di( ist., st) lung as his stu(1(.1itu sense ut persurial (v(inl) increase(1. His t() ass(.ss

1(.arning style lit.tt(.r than (ht. must suphisticatet1 diagnustic (1(.vices (vas being

stu(lie(1, but lit kne«. that i inachint. cutil(1 nev(.1. r(.1)1a(1.

Hi In) her vantage point at tile far sitle ()I the tilde, sa1(.l . in flit. middle (If 11(.1. prt.sstire

pa(1, .A11(.1 \vatclied I lari (1(.ltly retuctis discussiun, scanntr tup ul lwr cum-

puler scretn ci munitured Ari(.1's ctions itli 11(.1. w()()(1(.11 blucks. Simulta-

11(4)usly, icuns 11a. screen depiet(.(1 her inuven)(.nts. INt :dung int. seircifs buttum

descrilx.(1 her actit uns. and a syntliesizt.(1 vuice in IRT (.art)lluries discussed what slit. (vas
doing. MI (ungenital nx.ntal handicap (vas rapitlly inipnwing through this imint.rsion iii

multiple reprt.sentations tit rt.ality, hum (1 )ncr(1(. manipulations to abstract symbols-1)1(1s

the cart. uuI her ((.achers. Still, slit. liket1 her machine best ol ihh right no(v., nu pers( in Was

;ts ulilivit uui itt harklic;ips,

I la(ing inter( enet1 to stup his hum (liming tubl()«.s flyer «.11() should st.rvt. as

thicir sehnt)rs g()% huard, I larrs 01011141ns %V;111tiervd. ic

\\'1 Hidered how he should spentl his int.rit Num": (ince glin, his innuvation (Itio)tient had
beim the highest in the school. "clomptiters slow dovii tliose other teachers ;Intl stille

their creativity," he ninsetl. "I'm )41ad the next stage in ill(' master plan lur ()lir rtgion calls

1( )1. less rt.liance (in instructional devices. Rioted) lir( istlictie re (1(.1initt.ly the

best thing

1.:(1.ry sch( n \\111 11;1\ e numerous learning settings that I.( Hits till ink.ractiuns ;inking

peuple ((rill( nit ((.(11n()1()gy intervening. lii atkliti( in technology is nu 'silver huller: sin(e

all tx.(lagugical tt.chniques hay(' their limits, sum(' stutlents ((ill lit tinalilt. t() 1(.arn Iruin

institicticinal (le( k.es. )tlier pupils, like Arit.1, will be likle their hill putt.ntial

only «rth t11(. ()1 suphisticatt.d intt.11ectual prosthetics.

I Lifts merit bonus lor innovation and uk freedom to control content and methods

:is a way iii buikling learners' self-concept exemj)lify the types of (irganiz:ttional innova-

tions essential for successful resulicturing. The participation of learneiN .school

governance is important, both because all stakehokk.rs sly iukl Ihive a voice and be-

cause this type of involvement is a g( iod way to learn group decisit in making and

den)( )(Talk' processes. As the scenano suggests, just when we art.. k.arning how best to
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use infiirmation technology, along will come the biotechnologies to further complicate
education's mission.

Summary

These vignettes convey a flavor of the ways infommtion technology can empower
restructuring for learning. However, while shon scenarios are a good method for
imaging the microstructure of a future environment, they are limited in portraying
patterns of large-scale change. The effect is much like trying to visualize a wall-sized
painting by examining the surface one square inch at a time. Hence, the scope of this
study precludes giving the 'big picture' for educational restnicturing.

These small scenarios also suggest the types of sophisticated skills today's
students need fm the workplace they will face as adults. Imagining civilization a
generation from now may be as difficult for us as visualizing a commodities broker
electronically monitoring soybean options would have been for eighteenth centmy
farmers contemplating a steam tractor. The Industrial Revolution took more than a
century to reach fruition; but global economic competition and the pace of technologi-
cal advance will drive the next transformation in several decades.

We cannot leap directly to these images of the futurenor would we wish to,
as they are doubtless mistaken in significant ways. Essential to the attainment of these
visions will he overcoming the widespread misconceptions about instructional technol-

ogy discussed in Appendix C. Correcting these false beliefs will be an important early
step in creating an evolutionary process toward shared, dynamic images of schooling
redesigned for learning.

A Suggested Series of Actions for Initiating Educational Redesign

ne of the organizational assumptions in Appendix A indicates that, in evolving0
from its present state to some distant, desired goal, an institution must progress in
quantum steps via staHe intermediate structures. Each stage of evolutkm requires a
critical mass of resources, must create a new organization more rewarding to its stake-
Imlders than the previous stage and shoukl shift the institutional infrawucture closer to
the ultimate objective. Below are two incomplete lists of actions we should take to
initiate such a restructuring process; their focus is on technology's role in empowering
learning and organizational redesign.

Practitioner Initiatives

Convene a representative group of influential leaders from education, business,
government, media and the community to form a critical mass of resources to
initiate large-scale innovation. ibe agenda would be to (xilesce:

collective design principles to restructure schooling for learning through
techric).

shared long-range visions ftn- educational practke based on those principles.

detailed models of the first stage of schwling's evolution, to be mplemented
at a variety of demonstratitm sites.
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a process for nlonitoring the evolution of these activities and periodically

reformulating design principles and long-range Visions.

Mount a co(irdinated campaign to inform all stakehokkrs in high quality

e(lucatim both about why ',In immediate transfornlation of our CLIffent 1)aradigill

for schooling is essential and about the evolutionary process that the. coalition

above has initiated.

IA Mby all types of regulafiwy bodies that govern schooling for waivers fr(ml

current regulations to allow experimentation with alternate paradigms for

teaching/learning.

Develop an overall re.search design for a set of high risk, high gain experinlents

with unusual institutional structures and innovative technologies. These studies

wciultl attack major problems that have been intractable in the current paradigm

fin. sclusiling. For example, we cciuld determine whether artificial realities

created thanigh infinmatkm technolcigy might undercut drug use by providing

students with a different way of getting outside the stresses of their eveiyday

enviamment. Other pcitential research themes include alternate meth( ids for

education to be accountable to society and new types of incentives fiw

indivklual and institutk mai innovatk in. The restructuring cculition

distribute these projects among its participants to minimize cc NS and risks, but

would centrally coordinate research designs and information gathering to

maximize the knowledge gained.

Devise technoli)gy partnerships between business and education. Fcw example,

cc wporatk nis coukl help to develop innovative appnraches for front-end funding

of capital-intensive technology investments. Also, industry experts on

implementing informatkm technokigy in workplace settings coukl he valuable

resources if loaned to schoc

Develop less formal methods for credentialing educational achievement.

As an illustration, cognitive audit trails embedded in workplace tools coukl

document learning-while-doing activities.

Include instruction on the intersection of learning, technology and restructuring

in pre-service and in-service training. This instruction could focus on

combatting the misconceptions about educatkmal technology discussed in

Appendix C. In particular, teachers could be exposed to prototypes of

advanced instructk mal devices; this mitild illustrate INnh innovative pedagogical

capabilities and the shifts ip human skills needed for partnership with intelligent

fisils. By analyzing the outcomes of alternative implementation strategies,

the importance of powerful hardware, long lead time and a critical mass of

resources coukl be demonstrated.

Form buying collectives that develop a set of specifications for Iklvanced

applicatkms, then contract to expend a substantial amount of money if vendcws

develop products that meet those requirements.
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Policy Initiatives

Implement incentives to attract scarce human expertise into learning-related

applications of artificial intelligence, computer science, cognitive science and
organizatkmal design. At present, few expert practitioners in those fields cho()se
to become involved with educational innovation.

Provide greater research funding for:

sophisticated conceptions of human intelligence.

innovative technologies for evaluating aptitude and achievement,

empirici.i studies of tutoring and individual learning.

new am:roaches to instructional design (for human teaching, standard
compute! -assisted instruction and intelligent tutoring systems).

core human skills for cognitive partnership with intelligent tools,

psychohgical and social impacts of the intensive use of instructional
technologies.

Develop better measures of the economic utility to our nation of investing in
human resources, The American public has much more knowledge of how
many resources schools consume than of the kmg-range costs of an ignorant
society.

Promote the facilitation of learning by educational agents other than schools
(families, communities, workplace, media). For example, businesses coukl
receive tax credits based on techriokw partnerships with schools that go
beyond the donation of ohsolete equipment.

These lists are illustrative rather than omiplete, but indicate the types of actions
central to starting an evolutionary process of restructuring. Hopefully, papers such as
this will stimulate a synthesis of agendas for action fiom many different perspectives.

Conclusion

dvanced informatkm technok)gies are changing the knowledge, skills and valuesA
needed to be a worker, citizen and self-actualized human being. In a global market-
place, for America to regain prosperity, devekTing an accomplished and motivated
populace will be at least as important as technical advances, partnerships between
government and business, international treaties and decisive leadership. The quality of
the nation's educational system is central to preparing us to best the challenges we face
on the brink of the millennium.

Many have documented that present approaches to sclux)ling are deeply flawed
and should be radically changed. Comparing existing practice to the design principles
in Appendix A illustrates that a complete transfomiation is necessaiy; almost every
assumption undedying the current educational model is obsolete. Shifting to a new
paradigm for teaching/learning is crucial to developing human resources for transcend-
ing our present malaise.
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The use of advanced information technology is essential to the success of sdiool

restructuring. Individualized learning and decentralized institutional structures require

implex organizational practices that necessitate s(Thisticated computational and

communications capabilities. Stepping into a classroom should be like entering a time

machine hurtling fqrward; today's educational system should fiweshadow the intelligent

tools and interactive media that will pervade future workplaces and communities.

A critical mass 6w large-scale restructuring of schools can be built through an

iterated process of:

defining basic assumptions about learning, instructional technology and

organizational development.

imaging ideal teaching/learning environments based on design principles

fr(nn these assumpticnis.

delineating actions in the present to initiate an evoluti(mary pn)cess that

shapes these desired futures.

This paper presents my current beliefs, visions, and suggested initiatives.

Through sharing our individual suggestions, we can collectively construct new types of

organizations that markedly improve educational effectiveness.
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Appendix A: Beliefs about Learning,
Information Technology and Organizational Design

Below are listed sets of assumptions about learning, inform;uion teclulology and

organizational design. These summarize the basic ideas shaping my vision of sch()oling;
design principles derived from these beliefs underlie the future visions described in the
body of this paper. These lists are not meant to be exhaustive summaries of current
knowledge; the references in the bibliography are illustrative sources that I've fuund
useful in conceptualizing these foundational p()stulates.

Assumptions About Learning

Learning involves an evolutionary series of progressively more sophisticated

conceptions of reality. Learners interpret every instructional experience through
an existing mental model; they are not empty vessels to be tilled.

New concepts and skills are best remembered and integrated with existing
knowledge if learning is active and constiuctive rather than passive and
assimilative.

Education must begin by making learners feel capable and motivated and
challenged. In addition, l'asic needs deeNr than learning (safety, hunger, love)
must first be met.

Learning is motivated by multiple factors, including intrinsic curiosity, social

interaction, extrinsic rewards and the joy of accomplishment. Because of this
mixture of motivations, cooperative learning in groups is sometimes the optimal
strategy; in other situations, individual learning is superior. Often, the ideal
environment for learning is very diverse, mixing different ages, developmental
levels and cultural backgn)unds.

Learning is dependent on an individual's bAefs and attitudes. For example,
understanding a student's cultural perspective is vital to communicating knowl-
edge and measuring learning.
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Etch individual has a unique style of learning, based on cognitive, sensory,

psychomotor and social factors. Tailoring instruction to this style is vital hw

educational effectiveness. The material an individual is capable of learning is

dependent on clevelopmental level. At early ages, the more abstract representa-

tions educational technology can present are less useflil than in later years when

folmal reasoning skills have evolved.

11w activities through which learning takes place and the context in which

learning occurs are integral pans of the knowledge gained. Educational effec-

tiveness is enhanced by situating learning in an environment similar to that in

which the knowledge will be used.

Once learners have mastered the fundamentals of a subject, using an

interdisciplinary approach to subject matter is more effective than'breaking

material into the traditional disciplines, because real-workl probkm solving

involves comprehending richly interconnected systems.

Each step in learning requires time for reflective ideation. Compressing the time

necessary t w an individual to master an educational experience results in little

or no learning. Learning is continuous and unix winded; people who treat every

situation as an opponunity for growth learn more than thtise vho limit their

education to classroom settings.

Much of an indivklual's ultimate capacity hir perminal growth is determined

prenatally and in the first five years of life. Developing the learning capabilities

of chiklren must begin long before they reach kindergarten.

Very few people are currently achieving close to the level they ctitild have

attained if their true potential for learning had been realized. Society benefits

mom from an educational system that seeks to maximize the attainments of all

learners.

Reality is richer and more complex than peopk can fully comprehend.

Thc gc)al of learning is to participate meaningfully in a cultural context rather

than to attain absolute truth. Teachers are learners who are adept at facilitating

growth.

These assumptions are centered on learning rather than teaching. For three

decades, intensive efforts to impn we teaching have had little effect on student out-

comes. Looking for leverage by focussing on cognitive science's new theories about

learning seems a good shift in strategy.

Assumptions About Information Technology

The largest influence determining the current personal worldview of learners is

the pervasive sensoiy/inh wmational/normative context created by television,

radio, videogames, movies and videotapes. By creating artificial realities that

mediate people's contact with their physical and social environments,

sophNicated infiwmation technologies are generating media that can be the

source of unparalleled communication or of distortion and propaganda. The

fact that learners are continually immersed in virtual envininments external to
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schooling should shape the redesign of educational institutions. For example,

educational technologies should take advantage of learners familiarity with

visual representations, and the curriculum shoukl buikl students' skills in

identifying bias and in separating fiction from reality,

When integrated into an overall pedagogical strategy, current information
technologies Computers, videoplayers, televisi m can significantly improve
instruction. The media already offer learners access to a much bnxider range of
content than was available to past germations. Now, inexpensive, portable

multi-media devices have the potential for greater interactivity, cooperative

learning, use situated in real-world contexts and communication across barriers

of distance and time. Instructional microcomputers enable students to master
information tools similar to those they will use as workers, suppon multiple
learning styles and provide ennched educational environments based on user
control and involvement. The roles of teachers and administrators have been

made substantially easier by applications crafted to aid in every type of data
management task.

Beyond current inhirmation tecluuikigies, the advancecl instructional devices
listed in Appendix B offer the promise of improving learning because:

Intelligent devices can create learning environments tailored to individual
student needs.

Educational technologies can present complex, motivating simulations and
multimedia experiences otherwise unavailable to learners.

Sophisticated technokigy can reduce teachers' involvement in training
students about basic ccincepts and skills, freeing instructors to lOcus on the
higher-order and human-centered aspects of education.

Educational techmilogies can unobtrusively colkvt detailed infotmation
essential for the diagnosis and evaluation of individual learner performance.

Technokigy can be neutral medium free inim biases and assumptions

about individual ',earners' innate capabilities.

Distance learning technokigies can bridge barriers of distance and time to
deliver instruction to students who have no other means of access to this
kn iwledge .

Computer-supponed cooperative learning can enhance small group
interaction as a pedam)gical strategy.

I ising information technology in schools prepares students to use similar
devices in societal settings,

Applying technokigy to extend teachers' niles and to improve their working
conditions and respect from society can increase Ficith the quality of people
entering the pnifession and the motivation of current teachers.

Technology can provide the flexible and decentralized information systems

necessary for an administrative infrastructure that can maximize learning in
educaticinal organiz.ations.

Empowering environments for creating learning materials (e.g., sophisticated
auth( iring systems and advanced tocils f r instrudional design) can speed
curricular evciluticm.
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Computer-mdiated communications can support teacher collahoration.

Research on how to create intelligent processes in devices can enh:ince our

knowledge of human teaching ;Ind learning.

12(w all these reamms, shilling to a technology-intensive paradigm for schooling

provides our best opportunity to produce major gains in teachingiearning.

(*.om)uters :ire capable of a kind cif cognition complementary to human

thought. People are flexible, creative. adept at rec(ignizing complex patterns:

computers excel at sophisticated manipulation of formulas. During the next

decade. advanced inf.( wmation technologies will increasingly amplify people's

intelligence through cognitive partnerships between users and intelligent tools.

As the gk ibal market drives the evolution of the industrial workplace, this use of

cognition enhancers will alter (kir culture's definitions (if 'intelligence.' 'quality,'

and 'effectiveness.* 'Fhese shills will pr( )fullndly .altect the missk in, curriculum.

clients. metluids. organization :ind location of scluxiling.

The vital issue is not how mane eclucational devices are in classrooms, but how

relati(mships between students and teachers and schooling and society will alter

as a result. As Isaac Asim( A. once saki the imp( wtant thing to fi wecast IS not the

automobile. but the p:irking problem; not the televisk)n, but the s()ap opera.

The two most comnsin el 11 as in technology assessment are overestimating the

speed of diffusk in of ;in innovation and underestimating its eventual

clinsequences.

Assumptions About Organizational Design

Evolutionary institutional change must he both bon( im-up and tc )p-down. both

internally championed :Ind externally mandated, both planned centrally and

shaped bV 111.1111erc ais inicroforces, and hoth intrinsically w(wthwhile and

utilitarian.

In the long institutions are mcwe prciductive if every role is respected.

excellence ...nd quality are moving targets. incentives and resource allocations

are determined by merit and rank has no special privileges. Teams that share

respinsibihties and rewards for services to the organization's stakehoklers are

nu we effective than hierarchies in which each individual is held accountahle f()r

doing a pafficular j(ib.

Institutkinal adors automatically and unoinsciously shill their roles to reflect the

current operational reward system (which may m)t be the ICirmal incentive

structure). Am' major (wganizatic)nal change necessitates a pri(w shift in the

institutkinal culture's real system of rewards and recognition, including the

standards by which its stakeh()Iders judge ( wganizational accountability and

excellency.

In uncertain, turbulent scicietal environments (such as the late twentieth

century), highly decentralized organizations are more efiective in meeting their

immediate goals and are better ahle to alter their mission in response to
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conk.xtual shifts. Providing services to a Lliverse clientele with changing needs

reqtlireS flexible shining structures with multiple roles, :ftwuntability based on

performance, :tuthority synonymous with responsibility and incentives for

continual innovation.

In evolving fr(im its present sue to some distant, desiwd :m institution

must progress in quantum steps via stable intermediate stwoures, Each stage of

evolution requires a critical mass of resources, creates a neW organization more

rewarding to its stakeholders than the previous stage :md shifts tlk. institutional

infrastmoure closer to the ultimate objective.

When zin institution uses innirmatkin technology to bec(ime m)re pn iductive,

many dimensions of occupational roles shill. The organizational ctilture's

pace, pay, career opportunities, work mandards, required skills, power, conttol

over w(irking conditkins and status hierarchy all may alter. If o technology-

intensive :Ippnrach is to be effective, major changes in the organiz.ation's

infrastructure must be made to minimize the costs to the instituti(nfs participants

ztssociatecl with these changes.

Any institution whose services have their primal). impact in the distant future

must operate from a long-range perspective. Strategic thinking in educational

organizations necessitates a planning horizon of decades ratlwr than days.

An institution's most important :isset is the quality of its people. A major

purp()e :m organization's structure is the use of salaries, working conditi(ins,

collegiality :md respect funn miciety to :fftract and retain outstanding workers.

Because tlw skills and intelligence :t career in educatk Hi requires are :is

demanding :Is those in :my pnikssion, to keep :t quality world( wce educational

institutkins must provide an occupational environment zis attractive as those in

the other prokssions.

Educational institutions 'are systems: to be effective, :t change in any lisped of

the organization requires shifts in every aspect of the organizati( Hi. Society's

educational agents form a system: alterations in scho()hing necessitate changes

in our culture's other learning environments (e.g.. Lupines, communities, media,

the workplace). People are now pan of a global system that k const:mtly

changing on many different lewls: We iIl lhive :t stake in others lifelong

learning and must continually nimbly education :is the would alters. In all these

situations, the desired outcome of re(lesign is t() create an evolutionary process

rather than to reach some static whil.

Because learning is as basic :tnd important :t human :ictivity as Ineathing, kill

societal institutkris have :t stake in :ind a responsibility kw facilitating learning.

Schooling is society's most formal mc lhIbiiIn for enhancing human potential,

but lu &ling only schools responsible for what people learn is like hokling only

farmers responsil)le for what pcx)pk.. eat. To sustain educational quality, every

one who) gains by having :in intelligent society must participate in pnimoting

learning :Ind must perceive a peN(mal benefit fRini each restruouring of

schooling. First among L.quals in these stakduilders is the learner.
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Appendix B: The Evolution of Instructional Technology

For at least another fifteen years, the infOrnhaion lechnOlogies will continue to

increase in power while decreasing in cost. The table below presents a forecast of
when some technological capabilities useful for learning will be available on high-end

personal umnputers.

Functionality
Hypermedia

(nonlinear traversal
)f multi-media

infonnation)

Uses Forecasted Availability

Interlinking of diverse Now

subject matter; easier
conceptual exploration,
training, collaboration

High quality voice
synthesis

Auditory natural
language output

Now

Cognitive audit trails
( automatic rec.( )rding

of user actions)

Support for finding
patterns of suboptimal
pelf( wmance

Early 1990s

Advanced manipulat(wy
input devices (e.g.
gesture gloves with
tactile feedback)

Mimetic learning which
build.s on real wwld
experience

Early 1990s

optical disc systems
with multiple read/
write and mixed-media
capabilities

Suppon of large data
and knowledge bases;
very cheap secondary
storage; facilitation
of artificial realities

Early 1990s
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Functionality Uses Forecasted Availability
High-bandwidth
fiber-optic networks

Massive real time data Early 1990s
exchange

Synthesis of computers,
telecommunications

Easy interconnection; Early 1990s
realistic simulation

Standardization of
computer and
telecommunications
protocols

Easy connectivity,
coinpatibility;
lower costs

Mid 1990s

Sophisticated lIser

Interface Management
Systems

Intelligent computational
agents embedded in
applications

Easier devehpment of
instructional
applications; reduced
time for novices to
master a program

Mid 1990s

Support for user-
defined independent
actions

Mid 1990s

Computer-supported
x perative work

(collaborative. design,
collective problem
solving, group decision
support)

Mastery of team
task perfionance

Mid 1990s

lser-specific,
limited-vocabulary
voice recognition

Restricted natural
language input

Mid 1990s

Information utilities
(synthesis of media,
databases, and
communk.atk)ns)

Access to integrated
sources of data and
tools for assimilation

High-resolution color
monitors with
3-I) graphics

Vivid simulation of
reality: easy reading
of text

Mid 1990s

Late 1990s

Microworkls

(limited, alternate
realities with user
contml over rules)

Experience in applying
theoretical inf(wmation
in practical situatk)ns

Late 1990s

(:onsciousness senscifs
(input of user biofeedback
into computer)

Monitoring of numd,
state of mind

Late 1990s
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Functionality Uses Forecasted Availability
Nficrocomputer performance
equivalent to current
supercomputers

Sullick.nt pi )\ver for
simultaneims iklvanced

Late 1990s

Knowledge psicessing
tcontextuaily-linke(I
data storage with
eml)elkled inference)

GoaI-oriented, context-
specific Illatitery of

concepts and skills

Late 1990s

Intelligent tutors and
ciiaches for restricted
domains

NIodels of embedded
expertise for greater

Year 2000+

Artificial Realities

t imputer-mainNined

virtual workls)

Intensely auitivating
simulation and

experience

Year 2000+

The scenarios in the paper illustrate how these emerging lUnctionalities might be

used in future real-world cimtexts,
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Appendix C: Current Misconceptions
about Educational Technology

ix misc.( incepti( MS haVC C(HIIIAMICd I() ethical( )1');' (Mays in taking advantage ofS
emerging techtu )1( )gk.al capabilities:

The Misconception of Familiarity is lihil educators use ',Rklitional onnputing

power to make existing ipplications more efficient (e.g., more rapid

searches thiough databas(s) rather than to impk.ment innovative capabilities

(such as storing informalk Hi in virtual mental nuidels: hypermedia).

2. The Misconception ()I' 0)nsolidati()n is Ilhit the wave of innovation in cducat-

i()nal technology is almost over; we know now what these devkvs can and

cannot do, and we need to consolidate and reline our present !nuclei ()I'

usage. Just the opp()site is true: much flu )re powerful instructional tools arc

emerging, our current srnitegies are inadequate I() nuximize the benefit of

these new appnvaches. and the real impact of technological change on

educational institutions is just beginning.

. The Misconception of Literacy is that, like language or mathematics,

information technologies ',ire predominantly a medium k)r manipulating and

c()mmunicating symbols. Instead, emerging intelligent devices are potential

intelkliiial partners, a I1CW Spe CieS Whidl I() Co)exisl, )ur pral shoukl
IRA hi' Of IlleChallic's of a liK5.hiUfII aS With II1C '3 R's'

hut rather (.omplementary relationships between learners and intelligent

technologies that arc in )re km objects, but less than human.

The Nlisconception liGwer is iliat students need less p(iwerful devices (him

workplace uses. On the c(intrary, the self-explicating internices and

intelligent coaches helpful t() novices require computers \yid] mow

functionality than upper-end business workstati( His. illsklIk'd base of

instructional computers is woefully underpowered to supp(wt the next

generation of educati( inal a pplk.at i( ins.

The Nlisconcepti( in of 'liming is that cducakrs shoukl dekl: preparing to use

new types of ..ipplications until the hardware and soliwive to support them
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are widely available. In fact, building a curricular architecture and retraining

teachers to take full advantage of emerging knowledge representations, such

as hypermedia, will require years of advance development. More powerful

workstations can create a new level of effectiveness in schools only if the
cognitive and organizational infrastructure to support their use is in place

befire the machines are purchased.

6. The Misconception of Incrementalism is that effective innovation can be

achieved by adding a little more technology to a classroom each year until
finally every student has ample access to instructional devices, While such

an approach does emphasize the equitable distribution of limited resources,

it ignores the importance of beginning with the critical mass of equipment

necessary for prodimive utilization. Too often, teachers become

discouraged because inadequate amounts of technology produce little
improvement in student performance, but this is a failing of the

implementatkm strategy rather than the technology.

As with any systemic instructional approach, superficial attempts at technok)gical
innovation generaL, disappointing results. Current attempts to assess the potential of

technology to improve education usually instead measure the consequences of poor
adoption approaches. The primary barriers to innovation are not technological or

ecommlic, but psychological and rx)litical.
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Restructuring and Technology:
Partners in Change

Jane L David

Introduction

clu)ols are out of step with the times. Inside and out, schools look very much asS
they did a hundred years ago the buildings, size and sfiape of classrooms, divisions
based On age and how instruction is 'delivered. Yet the world has changed remarkably
during that perk id. Families, jobs, scwial organization and entenainment, among others,

look nothing like they did at the turn of the century. From inside a school one woukl

hardly know that visual images, nipkl nuutic in, technok)gy and change are pervasive in

the w()rld outside.

The nation's public school system faces an enormous challenge: how to revamp
and reorganize to prepare students to function pnkluctively in today's society. Creating
more demanding gt)als for all students and providing cutricukim and instructi( in ',hat

stimulate thinking and pn)blem solving require a total restructuring of the education
system from top to bottom. All parts of the system must cl;ange, so that students,
teachers and adnnnistrators can take on and aconnplish these more oinlplex tasks. The
combinatk in of people's natural resistance to change and a system with limited re-
sources make the challenge a daunting one.

liklay's technokigy offers iYiwerful tools for transliinning what we do, what our
organizations look like and even how we think about the world. increased use of
technoltigy in schools is inevitable. As technokigy beoimes more ant more prevalent
in all aspects (i life, its spread will be reflected in scluxils. But whether significant
changes in teaching and learning accompany the spivad of technology in schools is an
open question.

Of many imaginable scenarios lim. the Inture of technokigy in schools, only some
affect teaching and learning directly. For example, computers will likely end up in
everv schtuil's office to be used for reoirdkeeping and communicating with sclniol staff
and the central office. Computers may also Ivoime pan of every teacher's
armamentarium for their own uses (and probably bought with their own money)
including recordkeeping, communicating with parents, and lesson planning. One can
also imagine schools equipped with oimputers as well as an array of audi(), video
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and telecommunication technologies availabk. to all teachers and stedents in a

variety of settings for a multitude of instructional purposes. Conversely, one can all too

easily imagine schools with rooms full of broken, outdated and otherwise idle equip-

ment.

Technology clearly has the potential to vastly transform relationships between

teachers and students and even what schools look like. However, the history of
education refbrm provides scant evidence that such a transftwmation will occur simply

because the technology exists. Schools have demonstrated an unyiekling resistance to
change over the decades. Reforms that are adopted tend to be those that readily fit

existing organizational structures and practices (e.g., Cuban 1988).

There are two reasorm to expect current and future technoh)gies to have a differ-

ent fate. First, the power, versatility, portability and ease of use of today's technology

are altogether different film) technologies of the past. Cimnpare the video technoliNy of

today with instructional television IlV) of the past, fin. example. A large screen
monitor in the classroom, hooked directly to a multi-channel cable system, together with

a VCR, laserdisk player and library of prerecorded programs, offers immediate access to

a wealth of visual material, as well as total control over scheduling and sequencing.

Add a camccgder, and low-cost video production becomes possible. These technolo-
gies bear little resemblance to ITV of the past, with its limited instructional software and

versatility.'

Although these qualities of new technologies may encourage use consistent with
existing practice, they will not lead to major changes in teaching and learning by

themselves. The second reason the presence of restructuring activities is more

compelling because it goes beyond technology to encompass what it takes thanighout

the education system to change teaching and learning.

The current nationwide movement towards restructuring the whole education
system is unlike any previous educational reform in its goals, scope and support. The

very language of restructuring presents a dramatically different definition of the fitilure of

the system, and a correspondingly different view of what reform entails: the goal of
fundamentally transforming teaching and learning to prepare students for the twenty-

first century requires all pails of the system to change.

Moreover, the discussion extends well beyond the usual 'insiders' involved in
debates over education reform. All sp governors have made commitments to restructure

the school systems in their states. Through the Business Roundtable, executives from
the 200 largest corporations have made 10-year cimnmitments to assist restructuring

efforts in all 50 states. Across the country, there are superintendents, school hoards,
administrators, teachers and parents, as well as representatives of higher education, who

acknowledge the need to restructure and have taken some first steps.

If these commitments persist and expand, technology will play a poweifinl role,

both as a catalyst fbr change and as a resource that will facilitate the transformation of
teaching and learning. Together, restructuring and technology become a far more
powerfUl force for change than either alone. In the following pages, I describe what
restructuring the education system means, what it takes to do it and the role technology

can play. I then look briefly at current efforts to restructure and use technology and

speculate about the next steps.
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A Quick Overview of Restructuring2

estructuring differs prolciundly h11111 previous approaches to education reform inR
two ways. First, it is driven by challenging goals for student learning. The goal of'
restructuring is to transform the (MUMt education systeill int() one thle to provide
students with the kinds of skills they need in the world of today and tomorrow. This
means dianging what schools do, not simply improving what they are already doing.

Seccind, restructuring takes (111 the whole system. In the past. reforms have tried
to change what happens in classrocims W1111(11.11 acknowledging that much of what

happens is determined by mles and regulaticms generated and enfiwced by the scluxil
administration, district office, teachers' union and school board, as well as state and
federal bureaucracies. Education is an interconnected system, much like an interlocking
jigsaw puzzle, and it is impossible to cliange one piece without changing the rest of the.
pieces.

Restnicturing builds on what has !wen learned fronn previous reforms and Imin
ivsearch on how people learn and how organizaticms change; for example, the impor-
tance of schools as organizational entities, each with its unique circumstances and
culture (e.g.. Goodlad 1984); the failure of externally imposed programs as solutions to
education problems and, conversely, the success of solutions devised by those respon-
sible for carrying them out (e.g., Elmore 8 McLaughlin 1988); and the importance of
active involvement in the process of learning (e.g., Bruner 19(3).

The focus of prevkius reforms has been to mandate what procedures educators
should follow; restructuring shifts the focus to the results that their actions produce. It

demands a new set of operating principles fiw the entire system a shift from a mle-
bound, compliance-driven system to a more flexible, decentralized system able to learn,
adapt and respond to continual change. Restructuring presumes the goal for the
education system is not simply to catch up to the world; it needs the capacity to con-
tinue to evolve as the world continues its rapid pace of change.

The scope of restructuring goes well beyond any previous reforms by identifying
the many levels and pieces of the system that must change in order to transform the
learning process. Teaching and learning must embody more challenging goals. Stu-
dents must ix .. able to understand what they read, not just recite rules and definitions; to
locate, retrieve and interpret information, not merely memorize a set of facts; to identify
and solve problems, not simply fill out worksheets; and to work collaboratively, as well
as by tItemselves.

Thus, curriculum and instruction must change from an emphasis on isolated facts,
skills and coverage to integrated content, applications of skills and conceptual under-
standing. Teaching must change from dispensing information and grading right answers
to creating activities that engage students' minds and present complex problems with
multiple solutions.

The locus of authority to make educationally important decisions within broad
goals must shift to the school site. which in turn requires new roles fOr faculties. For
teachers and site administrators to take on these new roles and responsibNies. district
and state administrators must change their roles correspondingly, from rule making and
monitoring to providing resources and helping school faculties create stimulating
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learning environments. Change of this magnitude requires new roles for parents,

community members, the Imsiness c( mmmunity and hwal and state pc)licymakers, as

well.

Authority carries with it responsibility for outcomes, This means that accountabil-

ity must shift from the current arrangement that places authority at the top and liokls

peopk at the bottom accountable. to one that places luith at the same level. It must

shift from looking at procedures and narrow outcomes to focusing on results that reflect

valued learning goals. iich a shift requires development of new kinds of assessment

instruments that measure the kinds of thinking and pn6lem solving skills that are the

desired outcomes.

At the same time, the systems that surround elementary and secondary education

must change. For example. how higher educatiim institutions define admission criteria

constrains the extent to which high schools can change. The ways in which colleges

and universities prepare teachers and administrators exert tremendous influence on the

al iilitv of the elementary and secondary system to change. Similarly, how schools are

accredited and staff certified and licensed, as well :IS III A1' tests and textbooks arc

adopted. profoundly affects what happens in schools.

What It Takes to Restructure

'scribing WI fAT must change is difiCrent and easier than describing !IOW itD
can change. Aluwe all, restructuring asks individuals at all levels of the education

system to change how they think about and do their jobs.

Imagine a typical school, divided into a number of roughly identical classrooms.

lnskle each classroom, the number of students, how they were assigned to the class, the

cinitent to be 'on'ered.' the textIN)ok. the length of the class periix!, how often it meets,

how success is judged (testing). not to mention the furniture. size and shape of the

roinn and so cm all these impohant condition.s of instruction were mit clu Nen by the

classnxim teacher. They were passed down through tradition and layers of the system.

The teacher is probably lecturing to the class or directing paper and pencil activities, or

perhaps trying to lead a discussion with .30 students. This is how the teacher was

taught, through 16 or more years of schooling, and then trained to teach.

Now we ask these teachers to stop teaching students isolated facts, emphasizing

rote learning. covering the material and preparing for multiple choice tests, and instead

to start teaching students how to apply skills, how to understand ccincepts and solve

phiblems, bow to work c(Alaboratively and him,' to take responsibility for learning in

other words, to prepare students with the skills they will need to function in the

workforce and in society. And we ask principals to motivate' and lead this transition,

and district and state administrators to lead, support and assist sclu mols as they redefine

their wilds, their roles and their organizational structure.
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This is a 'ery challenging and difficult task to accomplish. especially under

constraints of titne, money and expertise. It does not happen by fiat it does not
happen by rhetoric alone. Rut it is demonstrably possible. Successil'' attempts to

restructure in the cc irptirate work! (e.g., Kanter 1983: Peters (St Waterman 1982). and

early stages of restructuring efforts in education, suggest certain critical ingredients for

the process of transforming teaching and learning. The following conclusions draw

heavily on two studies of restructuring efforts I led for the National Governors' Associa-

tion (David 19891), David et al 1990). The first included case studies of four districts

beginning to restructure, and the second involved case studies of five state restructuring

initiatives.

An Invitation

First peopk. need an occasion to change a reason for taking on something
more difficult because it is clearly harder to do something new and different than to

continue doing the same thing. So the beginning steps of restructuring require leader-

ship that invites change where states invite districts to change and districts invite

schools to change and principals invite teachers to change. The invitation is not an

engraved announcement but a signal that the goals have changed. The signal is

reinforced by discussions of the nature of the problem that demands new solutions, the

beliek and values that will characterize the new system, some vision of what districts

and schotils can become and permission to take risks and fail. (See also, Schlechty

1990).

Thu occasion may be a crisis created by or taken advantage of by a leader. Or it

may be a grants competition or experiment. Or it might be a more radical shill in state
law inviting the creation of new schools (Koklerie 1990). The invitation may also come

from outside the school system, from a foundation or corporation. The important

features of the invitation are that it signals that it is no longer business as usual and that

there is a sincere request for and commitment to suppirt seritnis change efforts.

Authority and Flexibility

Closely related to an invitation to change is a decentralization of authority to

school fitculties, accompanied by the flexibility (freedom fionl regulation) needed to

create truly different structures. School faculties cannot restructure their environments

without the ability to make educationally relevant decisions based on their particular

circumstances. In fact, in the absence of these, an invitation cannot be taken seriously.

This is a tricky step because formal authority is a fuzzy concept in most school

districts. For example, state legislatures control school budgets in many states. Many
districts have not made educationally important decisions in years beyond some mar-

ginal textbook choices and curriculum elaboration. Some types of autht irity do not

appear on their face to be educationally important but in fact are profundly

such as decisions about the architectural design of new school buildings

Moreover, if decentralization and deregulation continue to mean token site-based
management site councils with small discretitmary budgets and a chance to request
waivers from certain rules change will proceed at a snail's pace at hest. At worst,

teachers and administrators (and parents and students) will spend endless hours &bat-
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ing (lecisions that are not educationally important and meeting burdensome reporting

requirements on needs assessments, improvement plans and evaluations. (David 1989a)

Access to Knowledge

Even with formal authority and flexibility, teachers and administrwors need new

knowledge and skills to do things differently. This does not mean a two-hour work-

shop on restructuring. It means that access to new knowledge and training is built into

the job. It means creating a culture in schools and districts where ongoing learning is

expected for students and adults where there is acknowledgment that rapid change

and explosion of information require continuous learning on everyone's pall.

Restructuring requires new roles and responsibilities for everyone in the system

which, in turn, requires a massive investment in human resource development. Corpo-

rations do not successfully change the way they do business without intensive retraining

and support for all employees. Neither can schools.

Time

In addition to authority and know-how, educators need time. It is not possible f()r

teachers and administrators to change roles, to create new learning environments and to

build ongoing learning into their jobs without being provided sufficient time to do so.

Layering these major responsibilities on top of existing job responsibilities undercuts the

seriousness of their intent. Unfortunately, somewhere along the way time translates into

money, which will always be in short supply in education. Theref)re, considerable

creativity must go into reallocating resources in ways that free up time for educators to

take on these new responsibilities.

It also takes time to change organizational structures. Districts that have tackled

decentralization in the past have devoted five to ten years to the process. Restructuring

requires a long term commiunent which. in turn, requires a broad coalition of support,

so that the commitment can persist beyond changes in administration and elected

officials.

The Role of Technology

Restructuring asks teachers and administrators to tackle more complex tasks with

fewer resources. The preceding discussion offer; a set of essential conditions for such

change: an invitation to change, authority and flexibility, access to knowledge and time.

Technology cannot in itself' provide any of these conditions but it can contribute in a

variety of ways to each.

Technology can invite change by signaling the need for change and compelling

organizational and instructional changes in classrooms. It can help reallocate and

stretch resources and extend opportunities for learning for staff and students. In

addition, technology can provide support for the increased variability and complexity

introduced by individually tailoring learning and decentralizing authority. Below I

describe some of these potential contributions for technology, based largely on my

observations as part of two ongoing studies of' efforts to introduce technology into

schix As.
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Inviting Change

Technology can act as a catalyst for change in several ways. 'ro begin with,
technology can provide an Occasion for change a necessary step in restructunng. A
major infusion of hardware and software into a classroom or school oilers an opportu-
nity to rethink traditional practice. Of course, dropping a roomful of dedicated drill-

and-practice systems into a school does not provide an occasion for major change. But
there are many alternatiw approadws that can serve as an invitation.

The pwsence of tcchnolcw not only provides an Opportunity fin change; it also
symbolizes ckinge. New technologies are one of the most visible and obvious manifes-
tations of how the world has changed and how quickly it continues to change. This
characteristic of today's technology and what it takes to become a proficient user
embody and therefore implicitly coimnunicate many of the ideas that underlie restruc-

turing. The introduction of technology, therefore, can lead to changes in teaching and
learning that are consistent with the goals of restructuring. For example:

Learning How to Learn/No Right Answers

Teachers quickly discover that the technology hardware and software
changes too rapidly to keep pace with. Hard decisions continually have to be made
about complex trade-offs on incompkte information. There is no such thing as learning
all the Facts or making the one right choice. In fitct, learning about technology is a

career-long process because the technology will continue to change.

Teachers as Colleagues and Decision Makers

The introduction of technology fosters interactions among teachers, !writ of whom
are equally in the dark about the subject. With thousands of pieces of softwar avail-
able and hardware constantly changing, teachers are anxious to learn from each other
and to share experiences and knmledge, A colleague's experience is by far the most
trusted source of information. The cost of technology also requiws joint decisions about
allocating scarce resources. Should they buy one laser printer or three dot-matrix
printers? What is the trade-off between access and quality? (This situation presumes
that teachers have the opportunity to make such decisions.)

Problem-solving Opportunities

Besides the software and instruction used to teach problem-solving strategics per
se, student use of computers provides opportunities to develop some 'authentic prob-
km solving skills because there are always glitches as well as procedures to be learned.
Whether a bug in the software, a malinnctioning disk drive, a faulty chip or operafi w
error, there are always problems to be solved and students become quite adept at
analyzing and solving them.

New Roles and Relationships in the Classroom

New relationships between and among teachers and students result from the
presenu of technology. A teacher facing students seated at computers learns quickly
that he/slie cannot conduo business as usual. Students turn to) each other for answers
to questions; teachers. who may fed threatened at first. end up turning to) students; no
one knows everything. Suddenly. expert knowledge is spread around and the teacher
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is no longer the single authority in Ow class. Gillaboration mong students, and

between students and teachers, occurs naturally.

Reallocating Resources
Tlw potential hit technology to reallocate and extend existing resources is only

Ininning to he Lipped. There are unlikely to be sufficient funds or people to stall'

every school with 'the hest and brightest' or to suppirt ongoing training and retraining

kir all educators. Increasing the effectiveness of teaching and learning will. therefige.

require serious rethinking of how resources especially staff are allo )cated. an

extension of the noti( wi of cleating new roles and responsibilities acniss the system.

Tecluloh igy cannot solve these problems but it can contribute by expanding the

pissible range of solutions. For example, a first grade teacher videotaped herself

wading a story aloud. She then played the tape f( r the class, freeing herself to walk

an )(Ind and help students fiilhAv the suiry in the IN iok. Effectively. she cloned herself in

the classmom. The oimbination of technology and reconceiving roles tluoughout an

entire school opens a whole new realm of possibilities kir creating learning environ-

ments that look mithing like the present arrangement of one teacher per 25-35 students

of the same age.

Technology can also I wing resources into the classroom tf..;,( facilitate active.

problem-based learning and access to infomlation otherwise unavailable or pnillibitive.

expensive. Computer simulations. telec(n»municati)ns and compact disks. even in thei

infancy. extend remarkably the sources of int( )rmation available to students. MM.% )ver,

the technology can better reflect the world of visual images students have gr(iwn

with, and thus have nu ire intrinsic appeal to them. Increased student iwitivation and

decreased discipline problems are frequently cited by teachers in technohigy-rich

classrooms. often to their suiprise.

Similarly. teachers and administrators as well as parents and students can avail

themsdves of a variety of worksh(ips and courses via teleonnmunications. Teachers no

kinger need rely exclusively on what is available in their district. Teachers and students

can also exchange ideas and experiences through networks. greatly expanding their

reperu iire of experiences.

Technohigy can als() greatly simplifY management and recordkeeping fin' instruc-

tional and administrative purp(ises. freeing the time of teachers and administrators for

nuire substantive work. Similarly, technology can enhance services. such as communi-

cation with parents. without increasing demands on time for example, homework

telephone lines for parents. and even videotapes of classro(nn activities shown over

local cable stations to keep parents inh med.

Managing Complexity
In contrast to initial expectations. technology does not simplify teaching. In fact,

introducing technology int() sclu iols as currently organized vastly increases the complex-

ity of teachers' iob because it makes pissible more complex and !Wire effective

appuxiches to teaching.

Lecturing to the wlu le class is much simpler than organizing instruction around

individual and small group pr(ijects. Giving work:fleets to the class is nluch simpler

than adapting to individual learning styles. Active learning environments also increase
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sfiklent movement and communication and pose organizational. planning. management

aikl evaluation ch:illunges to even tlk.. strongest and most innovative teachers.

msequently, under the Ivst of current circumstances where te:ichers have the

latest technok)gy and sunicient tmining and support, including encouragement I( w

experimentation i1 k. presence of technology c( )mplicat(.s tlwir j()bs enormnusly,

'Hwy are not only learning how to use technology, Inn they are learning how to teach

differently. how to relate in nm ways to their students an(l lu)w to take on new roles as

leanwrs, rese:irchers and equipment technicians.

Technology pr( )ides the potential to conduct as well as manlige nu we complex

tasks in the classnx)m, L Itimately, when organizational ch:inges teams of teachers.

flexible gnawing and schedules. link for learning and the larger culture of tlk.

school :Ind distrid support restruct(iring. the p()tonial of technology to simultaneously

increase aikl !image complexity will be exploited.

Technology can also contribute to solving tlk.. :issessment pioblons intrinsic to

restructurin),. Education is now stuck on the hums of :in :Issessment dilemma, both for

purposes of accountability and for measuring individual student pn)gress. Restructuring

f()cuses :mention on results. yet there are no meas(Ires adequate to the task that is .

that measure challenging g()als k w students. ()ne solution is to create 111()Ire

and hence 111( c()m)lex. measures of performance. liut if these richer aikl nu nv

meaningful results cannot be communk:tted as readily as grale-equivalems. they will

not be wklely advpted. Similarly. there is gmwing interest in buikling portfolios for

suklents that represent the quality of their work in richer and nu we meaninghil ways

than ixiper and. pencil tests. Such perm malized assessment, however, is ( wders ()I'

nhignitude more onnplex tlkin 5tand:mil/v0.1 tests. Nloivover. such indicators of perk w-

mance aiv far too detailed and none( mnparable for college admissions offices and

p()Iicymakers to use efficiently.

With appropriate conceptual aiu.l technical w(wk as a basis. technol()gy has the

potential to synthesize and display c()mplex quantitative :Ind qualitative data synthesized

fr()m a variety ( f s( )(lives. Thus. one assessment applicati( m technol()gy might be a
single pictorial pnWile of each student perhaps a bar graph display of eight dimen-
sions deemed important that coukl captured instantly and printed with shadows

iepivsenting the same ineasuivs at pwvious times (or margins of error), Sclu mil pn Wiles

might be piesented likewise. My hunch is that the grade-equivalent will ultimately be

replaced by a pictuiv. not by another single number. The same technology will supp(wt

much richer. deeper and more tail( nvd learning experiences by, for example, presenting

a nlenu of resources :I vailable for students !used on their assessment pictuivs.

Restructuring and Technology in Practice

oth ivstrticturing and techiu)k)gy have enormous putential to transh win our educa-B
aim system and vastly increase wh-1.. sti u(lents km ). and can do. Signs of restnicturing

are already evklent in a number of states and districts, as well as indivklual sclux)15.

(See. for example. I )avid I989b. and I )avid et al. 1990.1 En )gress is also evident in ( gher
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pans of the system, including teacher certification, curriculum development and assess-

ment.

Where restructuring is Liken senously, schools nd districts re beginning to

look different. For example, schools are organized around teams of teachers and

students who may spend several years together. Courses are crom-disciplinaiy and

project-based; students work individually and collaboratively; teachers emphasize

application of skills, conceptual understanding and pnblem solving. Districts are

beginning to decentralize authority, encouraging sch( l faculties to create new ap-

proaches and redefining positions and roles in the central office.

These are not new or radical ideas by themselves. What is significantly different is

how teachers and administrators approach and think about these changes. In sites

where educators are truly tackling restructuring, their language does not reflect what I

call the 'pn)ject mentality,' an almost-universal state of mind created by the last three

decades of education reform. Projects are characterized by fixed time lines, budgets,

requirements and limited scope. Teachers have seen hundreds of projects and, as a

result, have been acculturated to expect change to cinne in that kwm and carry a set of

specific requirements for them.

Instead of the project mentality, where restructuring is underway teachers talk in

terms of having begun a career-long way of di)ing their jobs differently. They speak of

the need to cimtinue to learn and experiment throughinit their careers. Both teachers

and administrators no longer see their jobs as something for which they were trained in

the past and will cimtinue to do the same way for the next 30 years.1

Restructuring efforts bring about visible changes in teaching and learning to the

extent that the requisite ingredients are present an invitation, authority and flexibility,

access to krumledge and time. Similarly, the intioduction of technology actua4

influences teaching and learning to the extent these same ingredients for change are

present. Moreover, such changes in teaching and learning echo those described above

in restructuring schools: collaboration, cnris-disciplinary and project based courscs,

emphasis on applying skills and problem solving.

Thus, for example, Apple Computer, Inc. issued an invitation to rethink teaching

and learning in its ACOT(sm)c projects. Each project consists of a few classrooms in a

school where each student has a computer at school and at home, In additiim to

providing 'high-intensity access to technology and an invitation to experiment, staff

from Apple headquarters have created several other conditions for restructuring. ACOT

teachers have extra planning time as well as support and training from Apple ACOT

staff, both on site and at Apple headquarters. Apple's emphasis on research and

development (a phrase almost never heard in school districts) has created a climate that

encourages and supports experimentation and risk taking. Moreover, Apple provides

oppirtunities for pniessional experiences rarely available to teachers presentations at

research meetings and conferences, summer institutes at Apple and electronic communi-

cations with colleagues at the other sites.

As a result, changes are visible in the organization of ACOT classrooms and in

how teaching and learning occur in them. There is much more student interaction and

movement in the classes, as students work together on projects, help each other with

teclinical difficulties in individual work and explore new hardware and sokware.
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Although there are nujor differences across sites (including grade level, type of commu-

nity and innovations in instruction), no ACOT classroom would he mistaken for a

traditional class.

But the effects of ACOT are limited because it involves only a kw classnxims in a

school and is not part of a larger school and district change effort. ACOT dc)es have

some influence outside its Own classrooms; I iowever, the influences in the opposite

direction from the outside culture that generally resists risk taking and change are

far stronger. This places added stress on ACOT teachers struggling to learn new ways

of doing their jobs. The ACOT experiment also raises some hard questions, beyond the

scope of this paper, about the long-term effects of changing the behaviors of a small

number of teachers and students in a system that does not yet support these new
l)ehaviors.

Another example of technology introduced in comert with other ingredients for

change is one of several Model Technol(igy Schools (MTS) sites in California. Through

a large five-year grant, the State of California issued an invitation to integrate technology

into curriculum and instruction. This particular MTS site also invests heavily in profes-

sicnral development, providing an array of opportunities for all the teachers in the three

MIS schools to learn to use technology befOre using technology lOr instruction, as well
as school-based assistance.

At the end of three years, ahmist all teachers in MIS schools use technology in

one way or another. There is considerable variation in use from almost none to very

sophisticated uses. Some teachers use technology simply to make current strategies

mire efficient; fin. example. presenting materials on a big-screen video monitor instead

of a chalkboard. Other teachers have adopted markedly different kinds of instructional

strategies, such as having students use a Hypercard database of habitats to prepare for a
field trip. The latter are, not surprisingly, from those teachers who have tended to be
innovative in the past.

ACOT and MTS also illustrate some of the trade-06 in making decisions afxitit

technology ptirdiases and support. ACOT has the advantage of large infusions of

technology and assistance with the corresponding disadvantage of a limited number of
classrooms. In contrast, MTS is schoolwide, which carries significant advantages, but

each classroom has correspondingly less technology. The MIS schoolwide focus and

need to pool and share resources encourages grout!) planning and decision making. For
example, in the MIS junior high school teachers share a pnxfuctivity center including
computers and a laser printer and, with students, si,are a video production center. Each

department makes decisions about .software purchases, In addition, schoolwide efforts

are far more likely than single classrooms to influence the culture of the school. On the
other hand, there are only a few computers per classroom. Consequently, uses of
technok igy have less dramatic efkcts on classnx mi organization and instruction here
than in the ACOT set-up of tme computer per student.

Other configurations of technology are possible that balance demands on
resources with the benefits of schoolwide approaches. One is the establishment of

certain schools as research and development sites or prokssional development centers

or other similar concepts, in which the school is designated as a place for resealch and
development.
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Looking Ahead

he widespread uses of technok igy in IN nh ACOT and MTh sites are a strikingT
ble impactcontrast to nit )st district teclmology purchases that have little or no discerna

on teachers or students. Decisions to purchase dedicated systems and drill and practice

software. to allocate one computer per classuxnn (ir (wie n )( nur of c(nuputers per school

and other approaches like these are not even intended to change teaching and learning.

In contrast, AC()T and NITS offer teachers a v(iice in technology purclrases and ct )nfigu-

rations. and also provi(.le a range ( )1" ,".levelt )pment (4)pH-trinities off-campus and in the

ckissroom on using technol( igy to support new kinds of instructi(m.

Like restructuring eff( ins that are limited to singl I u n i.I Ie sc.u)wever. effinis like
M:( )1 and NITS will transh irm education only to the extent that they I.)eonne pail of

larger district and state elf( MS to restructure. By themselves. they are likely to share the

fate of the many projects that have preceded them. ACOTs handful of classro(mrs and

MTh's handful of scluxils are limited in their pnigress because they are not part ()I' larger

district and state restructuring effinis. Ct )nsequently. even with an invitation (fr(Wil

Apple ("a )nputer lin. A(:()T and the State of Calif.( )rnia 1(w m-rs) and access to some new

kmiwledge. the larger systems do not provide authority and flexibility and time to learn

built int() the daily job of. teaching.

Even with considerable resources dedicated to teaching about technt )logy. if the

other pieces necessary to suppirt signific.ant change are absent knowledge about

new ways to teach. and the flexibility to reorganize instructit )n. schedules, student

grouping only a few innovative teichers will change the way they teach as a result of

the technokigy. These are in fact tire same conditi( ins described akive as requisites for

restmcturing: an invitation, authority and flexibility. access to knowledge and time.

Thus. whether restructuring and technokigy will transk wm teaching and learning

ultimately depends upon the ability of the education system or alternative systems" to

meet these conditi( MS.

This harkens back to the central feature of restructuring it is a systemwide

pnicess. Individual classro(ims and sch()( )ls cannot change substantially if the other

pieces of the system do not change. Thus kith NITS and AC()T are ultimately limited in

the effects they can have without scluxil. district and state supp( wt.

l'Ire same limitati( ins apply to restructuring eff(wts that begin (in a small-scale.

One example is a high school that has redesigned much of its curriculum around multi-

disciplinary ct )i irses and shifted to portfolios fin. student records. Faculty members

wrote to some 30 LI illeges and universities, asking if their students would be at a

disadvantage coming from a school with non-traditional courses and p(nif( thus instead !

of carnegie units and grades. The answers were that test scores would be weighted

more heavily because poi-U.()l0s were to() time-consuming to peruse. Similarly. students

in technology-rich environments engage in classnx nil activities that emphasize thinking

and problem st )lving. vet are ultimately judged by standardized tests that emphasize

isoLited facts and recall. I 'mil there is Imiader agreement (in curriculum wials and

adequate measures. this tensit in between conflicting goals will persist.

Restructuring is difficult. Learning how to use technology effectively is difficult.

Both require learning new ways to teach. which in turn require changing all pails of the
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system. (lunge is impossible to launch when skills :ind knowledge are absent, and it is

impossible to sustain when the culture doesn't support it. But difficult as change may

be, it is essential to the future of our ecom)my and our society. The absence of change

no lcmger means standing still; it is synonymous with nloving backwards.

The concepts behind restructuring the education system :ind the technokNy that

can contribute :ire part ( )I i new inforniation age paradigm. not the industrial paradigm

of the past. T(Nether they reinfiwce a new viewpoint which magnifies their potential to

change education. To the extent that restructuring :md technology are twisted to lit die

old paradigm. they will not affect education practice. To the extent that restoicturing

and technoloNy are driven by challenging goals for students and supported by long term

minmitments to change and investment in human resources, they will increase the

productivity of our schools, and ultimately our society.
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End Notes

' And this is equipment easy to use and already familiar to most teachers and students.

Adding a computer extends the power and flexibility another order of magnitude,
though initially more complicated to use.

= Many of the ideas below are based on coiwersations with Michael Cohen and Susan
Traiman of the National Governors Association,

SRI International's evaluation of the Model Technology Schools project in the

Cupertino and Fremont Union districts in California supported by the CaliRonia State

Department of Education (see David et al 1989) and my own study of four Apple
Classrooms of Tomorrow sites supported hy Apple Computer, Inc.

The label of restructuring has reached faddish proportions, hence there is little connec-
tion between the use of the label and whether or not restructuring is occurring. A good
litmus test to distinguish those restructuring from those doing another project is whether
they describe themselves as restructurING or restructurED as in "We will be restruc-
tured in three years."

Apple Classrooms of Tomorrow (ACOT) is a research program of Apple Computer,
Inc.

" Arguments that the system cannot restructure itself a la Kolderie (1990) and Chubb &
Moe (1990) are persuasive, and proposals to establish alternative routes for creating
schools have strong appeal. Over the long haul, however, whichever routes are taken,
the vast majority of current and future teachers and administrators will not be able to do
their jobs differently without intensive training of a kind that is not currently offered by
districts or institutions of higher educati:-n.
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How Structural Change Can Speed
the Introduction of Technology

Ted Kolderie

Summary

he new elechonic technologies IRIVC not Conk' into edlICalioll in tilything like theT
way they have come into business, into the !unite ()I' for that matter int() the military,

The difference is dramatic. And it is not because these technologies hokl no potential
for illlproVirig prodUCtiVity or performance in educati(mi. They Llo. Almost cenainly the
difference has something to LI() with the institution of education, which is reluctant to

move toward these techn( logies and whidi in fact resists when teclmt )logy is ollred.
Hi( )rts to ( )VVEC( Wile this resistance have n()1 been very successful and have not been

very sophisticated. Relievers in the potential of new mohods ...mLI neW technology have

had ..ilinost no connection with the 'ref( mil' elliwt that is working currently to under-
stand and to change what it is in educati(ni that makes the institution so resistant to

innovation. They have tended simply to go on expkining the benefits ()I the technol-

ogy for students. teachers 'and society, trusting that in time education will LI() what

seems to the designers. manufacturers and adv(wates of technoh)gy so logical and so

necessary. l'Ilis must not continue. .The urgency ()I' the need to improve scht iols. and
the impending turn( wer );( a I .arge part of the cadre of educators in the next few years,

makes it imperative now to find an effective stmtegy kir introducing new technoiogv
and new methods widely thn)ughout the system. 'lids can happen ()lily if, at. last. the

discussion ab()ut technology is hn)ught together with the discussion about the ()rganiza-
. tion the 'structure' of the education system. This protect. and this paper, is an
Lift wt to suggest a way in which that connection can iw nude.

Assm.....131,71
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The Challenge

omputers, video .,ind the digital compact disc and the communications equipmentC
to link these devices have lwen taken up rapidly in the world outside the schools.

The appeal of these electronic devices, their productivity and their declining cost has

made them a part of everyday life. They form a malt w part of the educational experience

of children outside school, as they watch television pnigrards and play in video arcades.

But it has been difficult to get technology intnx.luced into the sclniol. And even

where it has been introduced it has m A seemed to bring about the revolutionary change

its sponsors have hoped for, in teaching and learning. Something in the institution of
education resists; frustrating and disappointing those with a vision of' what technology

could do to help kids learn. This is not new; David Cohen has reminded us that people

originally thought the ho(ik woukl revolutionize educatit wi; individualizing instruction,

Those lupes were disappt Anted, The book bniught learning to people outside school.

But inside it became an extension of the teacher talking (Cohen, 1986).

The pniponents of technology know frtntl their experience that something in the

structure of the institution is causing this resistance. But neither the theorists nor the

companies selling hardware and software have so far fiicused their efforts on finding out

what this blockage is and how to remove it. Rather, they continue to think and write

and to talk to educators in districts and in scht x As, trying to encourage demonstratknTh

and to get sales fin. their equipment and programs.

Ultimately, they seem to believe, the schools will ctnne to accept technokigy

because it is good, or because it is becoming so common in the rest of society, or

because the country and the students need it, or because in some way it is logical and

inevitable.

The effort to introduce technology has not become a part of a larger and more

strategic effort to change, at the same time, the structure of' the system.

This is not particularly a criticism of those interested in technology. It is true

generally that iwople interested in imps wing etlucation (thtise interested in better

measurement of performance, f>r example) have seen the importance the necessity,

really of a Ileasic change in system-structure as a prior requirement fin. the success of

the change tl wy want to bring about. A few have tried to change arrangements internal

to the district, or to the school. But almost everyone. almost always, has taken the larger

structure of the system as 'given.'

This is what m Av needs to change. If we want the sclunils to intniduce electmnic

technok Ty or new learning methixls and to use these to their potential to improve the

hiy'ler-order learning skills of students, we will have to be strategic. We will have to

find what is causing the resistance, and change that. This will mean solving the basic

problem in system-structure.

This paper will try to lay out how that might be done -- to explain what it is in

the system that is blocking the use of technology today, and how that blockage can be

removed. Sonic of the ideas may be unfamiliar; some may be unomionahle. That is

inescapable. If conventional ideas could work they would have worked by now. The

persistence of the problem after all the conventional efforts have failed drives us to a

110.1' a ppIl KICI 1.
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The Major Elements of the System

It is unconventional to have a project that attempts to pull together all the major

elements in education. Far too much of the 'improvement' or 'reform discussion looks

at only one element at a time. It is wiod to k)ok at them oll k)gether, and at their inter-
relationships,

New Learning Methods

Some people are interested mainly in new ideas about how kids kwn, and shoukl

be taught. They otkr pnipcisals fin. changing schooling. Some of these pniv)sals imply

or require a change in structure: some do not.

The traditional model. still dominant nklay. is pill() instruction, in which kids are

taught facts and skills, by a teacher. The teacher is active; the kids largely passive. The

instruction is mainly verbal. The classroom is competitive. The new model now being

asserted calls for experimental or problem-l)ased learning, in which kids work individu-
ally or in small gintips. with the teacher functioning essentially as the 'coach.' Instruc-
tion is varied, to lit different learning styles, and the classroom is cooperative.

New Technology

Some people are interested in technology (as the term is used in this pniject, what

economists call 'capital'). Traditionally the equipment for learning has been the book,
the pencil and the chalkboard; later film and television; now increasingly the ccimputer
and disc. Again: Some of the proposals to expand the use of these new technologies
imply or require a change in structure; scime do not.

As The Role of Computer Technology in Restructuring Schools (Collins, 1990)

makes clear, we can do difkrent things with this technology. Students can learn simply
how to tiperate the machines and programs. Or they can learn how to create computer
pnigrams. Or they can learn how to use programs. treating the programs as tools. Or

they can learn from programs, heating the program as the teacher. Or they can learn
with the programs, treating the programs as a situation in which they are to make
decisions and solve a pniblem,

Restructuring and Reform

Some people are interested in structure the institutional arrangement within
which peciple unne together. with their technology and their ideas alxiut learning, to
form what we call 'school.' This is an immensely complex topic. There are difkrent
patterns of organization, different allocations of roles and responsibility and different

forms of governance. Any pattern can be organized at different scales.

The structure of public education has been fairly standard and relatively un-
changed since the early years of the century. It is politically governed: essentially the
responsthility and creation of the state, which regulates the system, but with schools
owned and operated (and teachers hired) by local units (sometimes units of general

government, sometimes special districts).

It is a districted system: Schools have boundaries. Scale varies, but has been
increasing. I. is a bureaucratic system, mimething like the military: There is line and

9.3 Ted Kalderie: Sirucnnal Change
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staff, ..ind I hierarchy of ..iuthority. Sclunds arc .klministrative units of the districts.

Teachers arc employ(..es of the district (now usually unionize(I ). Families may choose

where they will live, but thereafter must attend the schools of the (Iistrict in which they

reside. The service is free: financed panly by k)cal taxes and partly by akl from) the

state. ( )n principle, no fees arc chargeLl.

Within the school, children are usually gnitiped by age and move from 'grade' to

'grade' fmni year to year. The classwom is self-contained in the primmy ye.irs; special-

bc.yond .ibout the sixth grade. At the secondaly level the day is divided into)

perk )(IS ()fat/Mit 50 minutes each. Students move from subject to subjed, [nun period

to period. The classumm is under the control of the teacher. The school is under the

control of a (now, usually non-teaching) 'principal.'

The Relationship Among the Elements

he elements of the system are internally mnsistent and mutually reinf.orcing. In theT
sanic Way that certain plants and animals and terrain and climate form a !lama ecol-

ogy, the learning metlukls and technologies and structures limn a kind of 'ccok)gy in

the institutions of education. The idc...1 that learning is 'delivered by the teacher fits with

the technology of the textbook and worksheet. Its prevaltAlce reflects the structure of

the system in whidi decisions about method and the litie 04. resources are made outside

the classroom.

Ikvause the elements (and the people) form an interconneded system, changes

ill allV one element almost always imply or u..quire changes in the others as well. If the

secondary changes do not occur, the attempt to change the primary element may fail.

The elfort to change technology often fails 1)(..cause the methods and structure and

the people d( ) not change, in tesponse.

'Ibis was essentially the finding from Marc Tucker's work fon the Carnegie

Corporation about the use of computers in schools: The technology was bought and

physically introduced, Ina not used as interkk.d.

Inside the schools administrators weft' kicl.'ll With a dilemma. On the one hand

parents were demanding that schools respond to the 'remlution in co miputer technolo-

gies: on the (idler, the majority of the teachers were skeptical. even hostile, abonit the

k.lea. School dministrators chose the middle path through the dilemma. They found a

w...iv to make the computer available to the enthusiasts, while making the smallest

possiNe demands on those teachers and snulents whose enthusiasm was limited

(Carnegie Corporation, I985).

Systems other than education) work differently. with their elements adapting easily

to) changes at any po Ant. Sponls is a go )ocl example. There are periodic changes in the

technology: the (111.112111ellt Witil WhiCh till' game is played. The people and the

methods --- and in time the rules adapt to these. Changes in the method (such as

the T-forma,ion in football) produce changes in perm nmel. Similarly, changes in people

pronluce chaEges in methods -- and in rules: Witness the arrival of the 'big MaI1 ill

batikethilll. 'Ilicre are also changes over time in the stnicture the rules .ibo Mt What

koildenc. .sIntortrat (.1)(101,14c
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the coaches and phyers can and cannot do. The rules arc continually adjusted by the

governing body of the sport to maintain or to improve the quality of the game.

People do continually try to change one or another of the various elements in

educaticm: learning methods, technoli)gy, the 'rules of the system, the people.

Some of the eff(ms are private efforts: business firms and foundations write

checks to superintendents to finance research, development and the demonstration of

various innovations they hope will spread. They also finance private denumstrations. in

the hope these will be copied by the public schools. And there is much exhorting of

educators to change. These efkirts are sometimes sponsored by companies selling

technology. lkually, however, each effon works on one of the elements at a time. The

computer companies, for obvious reasons, are wary of the controversy that woukl be

caused by pmposals for radical changes in system-structure.

Sonw of the efforts are public-policy efforts. These are often focused on the

structure the 'rules' because that is mainly what public policy controls. But states

do also try from time to time to change people (better training) and to denumstrate new

methods or new technologies, if not to mandate their use. The state sometimes in-

creases the funding of the system, in the hope this will cause districts to change their

schools. And the state sometimes tries to mandate the district to change. It can also

adjust the structure of the system in ways that wir induce districts and schools to

change.

The Problem of Changing the System

he difficulty with these efforts should by now be kiirly obvious. Mandates areT
limited in their effect. There is a strong tradition of local control that treats decisions as

decisions to be made by the districts. Money also has its limitations. Districts may be

happy to do what the state is willing to pay for. But the state cannot easily pay for a
computer for every child on top of what it is currently spending, especially when

teachers press so hard and so effectively for any available funds to come to them in
salary.

Making change requires getting 'consents.' For a change it wants, the state must

get the district's and the teachers' consent. For a change it wants, the district must often

get the state's and the teachers' (or the union's) consent. For a change they want, the

teachers nwst get the district's consent. Change means 'getting permission.'

In many cases permission is refused because the change would be unsettling to

the organization or to individuals in it. The new technology, ff )1- example (when used

as it shoukl be used) implies the teacher becoming a facilitator. So do certain of the

new and difkrent learning/teaching methods. These in turn might require the district to
accept a change in its curriculum, reducing the amount of material covered (Public

Services Redesign Project, 1984). These changes are deeply unsettling. Not all teachers
see themselves or know how to function as coaches. Large schools may feel that

their long course list is their 'quality' education, Most districts do not have extra money
for technology and woukl not consider taking existing resources away from teachers.
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This resistance is a problem within education as the system has traditionally been
Organized. The fad of this in-built resistance is not in controversy. One major study of

American schmls said plainly, "The cards are stacked against innovation" (G(od lad, 1984).

Education is, as noted, a political system. It is oriented to the majority, and to those

most influential politically. Educators make :.:ure schools work well for these constituen-

cies. This is reflected in surveys that show the majority of Americans generally satisfied
with their schools. The system provides middle-class suburbs with control over their own
schools. The people for whom the schools work badly are a minority in each state, and

are segregated locally into 'their own' districts.

It is also a labor-intensive system. Proposals (usually from management) to intro-
duce technology are examined carefully by teachers and their organizations to make sure

they do not affect teacher interests adversely. This is reflected in proposals offered (for
example, in bargaining in Minnesota) that would: (a) limit the size of telecommunications
classes to 13 students; (b) require the district to grant additional preparation time: (c)
prohibit a district from requiring a teacher to teach a televised course; (d) require the
district to offer the course on the hasis of seniority; (e) prohibit a district from putting any
teacher on unrequested leave of absence if he is licensed in an area in which the district is
offering or receiving a course via telecommunications; and (1) require the district to

provide a teacher also at the remote (receiving) site, who will be responsible only for
student behavior at that site and who may not be assigned to this duty during prep time
or when perfcirming other duties (i.e., nurse, librarian, etc.).

Smaller districts in sparsely-settled areas feel a need to introduce technology (i.e., to

use computerized instructioni-not felt by larger districts with greater resources to hire

teachers. Teacher organizations are sometimes heavily involved in pressing states to

enlarge the scale of district organization to consolidate small districts into larger ones,

to prmide a stronger tax base better able to afford teacher salaries. The efkct if not the
intention is to remove a pressure for the use of technology.

But the most important resistance comes out of the basic structural arrangements in

the system.

The schools are under the control of districts. The district makes decisions about

learning/teaching methods and technok)gy. It controls the people. the curriculum and

learning program. and the money to introduce technology on a widespread scale. The
states do not make decisions about technology. Nor do the schools. The districts do.
Typically districts spend their available funds to enrich the existing teacher-oriented

learning methodology and the teaching-oriented technology. This is rational under

existing arrangements.

The district could change its schools change its technology but has no reason

to do so. Customers are required by law to use its services. Costs are fully covered by
tax revenues; appropriated to the dktrict by local voters or by the state. And the bound-

aries in the system provide the district with an 'exclusive that relieves it of the need to

change.

It is the perveNe incentives created by the districting of the system that 'stack the
card.s against innovation. In plain words, the structure of the system creates a situation in

which -- because the district can take its students for granted change becomes unnec-

essaiy.

(X) Ted A'olderie: Structural Change
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Per.sons interested in technology need to see clearly the In li implications of the

current system-incentives: change is unnecessary even where it would improve the

education of the students. The existing structural arrangements mean that for the
districts practically nothing depends on whether students learn. These arrangements

guarantee the district, and the people in it, their continued existence, their students,

their revenues, their jobs, their security most of their material success independent
of the level of student success.

Proposals including proposals to use technology that might increa Se student

success are therefore evaluated in the system very largely in terms of the other effects
they might have in plain words, in terms of the degree to which they might 'upset'

existing, comfortable arrangements. This is reflected in the common observation of

teachers and others in education that pushing for change is hard that change is a

risk. And, as George Young noted in an article about the problem of introducing

computer technology, when a superintendent in Saint Paul, Minnesota: "Institutions

have lives of their own. They resist change. Change is a threat. They have strategies for
resisting change. If' those strategies do not work, and change is intro xluced, they have

(ither strategies to neutralize the change" (Young, 1981).

None of this is a criticism of the people in education; many of whom accept I( Aver

rewards, poorer working conditions and a more difficult assignment than employees in

other fields because of their commitment to children. It is a criticism of the system in
which they have been placed, which presents them with a structure of incentives of
opportunity and reward that imposes the risks on those who do try to improve and
that supports those who do not.

This analysis has been laid out more fully elsewhere (Koklerie, 1990). Its implica-

tions fin- policy are resisted by persons in public education, but the analysis itself is not

basically disputed. From any of several standpoints the need to impro we student

learning, the need to rescue children in inner cities, the need to realize the potential of
technolo)gy the present system is a had system. Its incentives are not aligned either
with the interests of the nation or with the needs of' the students,

A Strategy for Encouraging Innovation

There needs to be a new strategy for intro xlucing and expanding technolow in

education. Simply explaining to educators the potential of new technologies and new
learning methods will not be en.-iugh. Simply marketing these ideas to superintendents
and curriculum directows will not be enough. Simply exhorting people to do what they
have no reason to do will not be enough.

Results are not zero: There are demonstrations, and some adoptions. But the
results are not adequate. Won.se; even where introduced the technolo)gy is not used as
it shoukl be used. In some cases districts that buy a computer-reading program use it as
a supplement, while they continue also to teach reading in the traditional way. And
sow computer technoh)gy is marketed to teachers lit A to individualize instruction or to
make the students more active, but explicitly on the a, surance that it will permit teach-
ers to maintain (and to enhance) their traditional cohtrol of full group instruction.
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Clearly. the condition necessary kw the tvklespread use of new tedinol()gy and

new learning metlu )ds is a prior change in the bask structure l du: system of educa-

tion, which will introduce Ix )th incentives and (1)pin-utilities for the potpie in the

system to welcome these changes. in their own interest.

Several Ants kive been made, or pn posed. in recent years to 'restructure

education.

The best-known is the Am at schocil-site ( or schotil-based) management. The
idea builds off the research that concludes that the school slunild be the unit of im-
provement. The board and .superintendent mnikl delegate to the scht )ol the autlu rit

to make the instructional decisions, give the school its resources 1mW Inev, pet vie, time,

etc.) as a bkuck and hold the school accountable in tenns of student perk mance. It is
an appealing klea, has been aggressively pit Imoted. and is cintlmonly recommended by

committees and journalists as a wav imprt We performance, and to enc.% >Wage

innovation.

The performance is not. however. up to the pn wise. ManV In lards do not want

to make a real delegation of meaningful audit wily to the school. St nue schools do not

want to accept such a &legation. Teachers are often unenthusiastic about taking on

what they see as management rt des. Parents. principals and teachers are often in

ct Inflict over who would control whatever authority woukl U nne to the scht n11. In

practice inn much gets delegated. And there is lug a lot of evidence that L..% en what

does is used to change what happens in the classn x nu. Arguably it is a debate anutng

adults. about control Kolderie, 1988).

In its conventional form the site-management idea does tun change the fundamen-

tals. It provides little opportunity for change; and less incentive. The cards are still

slacked against innovation.

The critk al change that is needed in structure is not within the district or within

the school. The critical change that is needed is in the state system, l)eyond the district.

'nits is a radically non-traditional view of the pk)blent in education, and one not
much shared by persons long in the system and cc link Irtable in the institutit n. liut ii

sin Add be apparent quickly to persons interested in changing education tIva their

interest is precisely in actions even il radical -- that will enlarge the system-capacity

for change.

\hire than this: they should see ttx I that the prospect kw new technolt )gy and
new learning methods would Ix. greatly increased if it were possible not simply to re-
Itirni existing schools !)ut also to create new tlifferent and better public sill( x 11s,

miS would create a nurket for new technoli tgies and new approaches. tt hile at the

same time stimulating the existing sclu x115 t intn Auce the same innovations them-

selves.

The 'state system can he changed onlv ht. the state. Currently. (ink' the local

In lard can start a public sch, ,)1; and the local board is unlikely to go into competition
with itself. The state would have to act to make it in Issible for some other public IN nit

to oiler public school on the same piece of giclund,

Such an actitm is within the authority of tlki states, and has in fact been suggested
to gtiyernors as an action they might take to implement the national goals for education

Natiomil ciovernors Assiximion, 1990).
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Two actions are needed, lie first is to make it possible for new. public schools to

ppear, which students can choose. The second is to make it IN )ssible for teachers t(

()WEI tidlOOK

New Public Schools

conclusi( Hi in)i» research that the individual sch(S)1 shoukl increasingly be the

unit (if improvement has been given :I substantial boost since about 1987 by the gn)w-

ing policy ..idyocacy kir scliool choice; most recently, bv the IN )ok arguing nil' a general

system of a 'autonomous' schools (Chubb and Moe. 199() ). This is closely associated,

luiwever, with the elf( wt to make non-public sclio( Is eligible for publk. funding. That

strategy uses existing scho()Is as alternative schools. It d()es not, as a result, pn)vide an

opportunity to start scho()Is new.

pn)ide the opportunity to design and build new and different sch( )Is fr()m

the gn Auld uj the state will need to authorize publk. Niches other than the local school

distrkt to start, or sp()nsor (i.e., c( wuract with scho()Is. l'he I( )cal district is unlikely to

start innovative scho()Is that w( nuld c(nupete with the sclux)Is it presently owns.

l'he 'other lxklY. might be a local school disaict, opening a sclux )1 in the territory

of another. ( )r it might be a college ( w university, as an extension of its educational-

research ( w teaclier-educati( in pn)gram. Or the state itself.

The state woukl c( nurse at the same time make these new schools 'schools of

chi iice for students.

The issues involved in implementing such a strategy would have been dealt with

elsewhere, The mechanics of how it would work are impouant. but not central. There

are several p()ssible iitswers to each of the major questions: and different states can

appropriately come to different decisions. What is central is the need for such a strategy

for the state It) remove what has suppressed technol( igical and other inn( ication. by

ithdrawing Inini districts die assurance that they can take their students I.( ir granted

( kolderie. 1990).

Schools Owned by Their Teachers

The new learning-organization whether literally a wl utile school. a group of

schools or pails (if a school (a department, a program or a grade level) would be an

independent entity. Such an organization c()(11(1 take any one of' several limns. under

the laws of most states. The way should be open for the new learning-organization to

be formed and owned by educators and by teachers. This is imp( slant t( i create the

incentives for the intn)duction of new learning methods and new technology.

Teachers' influence is critical on decisions alwiut intriducing and especially

ab(nit using new technology and new methods. Little incentive exists today fiir them

to change the instructional pnicess in their classnioms: used to its pitennal, the new

technology implies a major change in the role of the teacher, There may he a fear that

'the inachine will 1)ec( sue the teacher,' Teachers were trained to feel that kids learn

in MI tI ieui i. They hear the argument that they will feel rewarded %lien kids do better

(psychic payoll):1nd many teachers do resIxind IR Nit iVdy tO this: pn)fessional pride
is real. But as a publk strategy this essentially exploits their altruism. It provides
teachers wit hi little tangible reward.

Ted k(ddcric: Vmemral Change
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And no opportunity. Even ii persuaded by the potential of new technology

teachers have little ;thility to act. 1 )nder present arrangements decisions about technol-

ogy are in the hands of management; requiring an authority and a cointrol ower re-

sources witidi the teachers do not possess.

And in all, it is entirely understandable that teachers take little initiative to seek

new methods and new technology.

This situation derives, however, from the traditkinal structure of education. which

requires a teacher to be an employee. There is no inherent reason why teachers must

be employed: in most service ;ind intimation liekls people have at k.ast the option to

work in .t protessional way. tin- themselves; atom. or with partners in groups. But ;o has

been traditional in education. in private schools as well as in public, that if you want to
be a teacher you have to be an employee.

The ch;dlenge :or Luise interested in new methods and new technologies is to tap

the potential for innovation and for productivity present in tlw idea of reuniting owner-

ship and work. A pnwocative article by Nlax Geklens and Norman Macrae ()tiers an

important perspective on this question of incentive (Economist, I98.1 and nukes clear

the inlportant implications.

They begin with a simple model of the evolution of the economy: fronn fanner to
worker to clerk.

When most people worked in agriculture, they note, the worker and the owner

were one and tlw same. So new inohods and new technologies that mad.... work both

easier and more profitable were taken up quickly. Agriculture was modernized.

Productivity rose dramatically. Farmers became fewer but enormously better off. And
society was better off.

In the industrial era scale enlarged, and ownership and work came to be sepa-

rated. Steel mills and railroads and automobile factories came to be owned by organiza-

tions of cattital. The workers became employees. New technokigy that improwed

productivity proivkled benefits to the owners. To protect their jobs the workers initially

'went Luddite,' resisting new technokigy. When this failed they organized to tight with

empkiyers for a share of the gains from technology. In this situation and out of this

experience workers in many liekls remain skeptical I. tocay about new technology.

'the question is: which of these two previous stages is the intimation/services
ecoinomy more like?

Inherently the service and information activity would seem to be like farming:

The capital requirements are very lo )w. and the workers coukl clearly be the owners. In

many sectors the new information workers do in fact work for themselves: lawyers,

doctors. accountants. engineers, architects and especially people in the arts and commu-
nications.

Education is flit.. conspicuous exception: a system organized classically on the

industrial-era model with large organizations (Chicago) has almost 600 schools; New

York City almost I,0(H)) in which ownership and work are separated. The workers are

employees, trapped in many cases in what are essentially dead-end jobs. They are

skeptical of new technology. And there is no equivalent, in this public and political
system, of the imported autotnobile.
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It is hard to feel that education coukl not also be arranged as a system in which,

WCatise the workers are the owners. productivity improvements are eno Imaged, That

again is the strategic change in system-structure needed to enontrage the stwead

of new learning methods and new learning technology

A major pan of the current push !Or 'restructuring' education involves upgrading

teachers to true professional SULK ThC 1CS1 11. professional hov.,..ver, is to contiol his
own work bC :INC 1( I Sa)', 1C11 11W what you want done; Don't tell mc how to (Io
it. I know how It) do it.

A gnu!) of teachers might Uwn 11-111 111' school; or a group of schools or a part of

a school. They woukl he capitated with a per-pupil aim nmt, allowed to make decisions

Ill tedrnoli)gy and on the method of instrudk In, and would he able to keep either
for use in the program or as a personal Monne what they did not need to spend.
The inc mtive k)r them woukl be to move toward changes that woukl improve student

learning, that would not re( wire them to spend 111(Incy they coukl otherwise keep, AS

teachers themselves sav, this means: toward individualized study, toward parent

involvement, toward dilkTentiated stalling. toward new le:irning methods and (nu nigh
this is not c(Is(-less) toward tedinology ( kokkrie, 1982).

It will puzzle and frustrate many of the organizations in the held of learning
tedinology cenainly the onnpanies selling onnputer hardware and mIllware he

told that the market must first he restructured in ways that will involve them selling to
teachers, That may he. lu)wever, what is implied. It will not be easy. Rut it can he
done twohahly hy working through a new organization which they do not control
directly.

The Urgency of This Change

veryone interested in expanding the use of new learning methods and new tech-E
nologies in education should think through the itnplications of the prospective resigna-

tion and retirement of a large pnvortion (if the teacher and administrative cadre during
the 1990s.

This turnover appears to he real Marling-I lammond, 198.0, 'Hie concern is that it
will not he IN )ssihle to find a million quality replacements; and that as a result the
c(Inipetence of the system will fall worst in the cities that need improvement the
most.

Note that this concern is onnmonly phrased in terms that assume the traditional

methods of teadiing: the talk is in terms of 'finding people.' 'Iliose invoked dehate
whether there will he enough or iu It, of the right quality or not, and whether we can in
time train or retrain the 'replacements. It is almost entirely 0 nwentional thinking,

which aSSIIIlles that education will c(Intinue to he and must necessarily he a laluIr-
intensive activity.

It is not clear that the persons and the organizations interested it: new metliods
and 1WW 1CClimIl()gies have become effectively involved in this question alN nit the
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teacher supply inherently a quoin( )n abinit the system instruminn Inr the future

any more than tho. have been invnlved in the debate nver systein-strudilre.

'rho' slinuld be. Tlic prnsped is bleak tho.t, (in natinnal basis ancl especially in

Ili(' ennugh quality recruit!. L.an be halm!. It \\"()L11(1 ;1111) ()St \vnrse if they cnuld

1)(' The rcSerVu pool \\() supply teachers trained in traditinnal methods and

the teacher-training institutinns cannnt LothviVal)1V renriented in time. Alternative

pAtlis into IC:Idling Can open up nnly sh ?wk.. II Ilk, syslcill is simph. 're-staIW' with

traditinnal penple the iippiktunity Mtn )(lila. Ilu\V ICCIInOlogicS May be clicctiVuly

forcClosed Inr another generatinn.

grual ()I)pm-wilily is In rcsct (11c dulinition ()I 'the cnining crisis in teaching'

get penple to sec this Ilintoycr of the (-AIR :IS all iipp(wumily IC) break \viih the old

1;11)(w-intensive cnncept schnnling 1)V Making it in the ink.cest tc;ICIICtS thcill-

schL'S to shill Ilic labnr :Ind Capital ill 1111.' sySlcill Ilk' tliriloVcr ill staff nCLAII's.

In Conclusion

fh nu tn change anLI tii improve learning inethnds and tcchnnIngic in educationE
.. not slICCLVLI if tlicy rely iin missinnaries preaching the pntential iii the 'black INA..
and on ;ittempts in persuade administraturs In Lin things they lind personally ditfictIll

'And instittitionally LinnuCcsSary, simply because IlluSC :Ire iillportlint for tlic Country and

wind kir kids.

"Ilie clinrt must Ikviinie stratcgk.. The people and Inc orgatirlations invnlycd in

III(' clic H1 necd In nperalc. from ..in imck.rstanding that the present structure oI educatinn

presents absnlinch. lundamental nbstacles to the changc IlIcy arc living *a) bring :11)( nit.

\idling in the system nl )w. makes impinveLl technnIngy ni !caviling nicIllnds necessary.

The skalcgy Inns! bc I() rcStrtiCtlire cLILICati()n in \y;l's dial \\ill IllakC iillpn )1'011CM

11(..CLass:Iry. So that distriCts :Ind schoolS \\ill 111()Yu litfirl11:101'Cly to\Yard illiloValions. itl

!licit' Myti itilcil..SI and Irnin lhcir nwn rcsnuivcs.
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